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A Study of the Sourcesand Sinks of Methane and Methyl Chloroform
Using a Global Three-dimensional Lagrangian Tropospheric Tracer
Transport Model
JOHN A. TAYLOR1
Cooperative Institute /or Research in the Environraental Sciences,University o/ Colorado, Boulder

G. P. BRASSEUR,
P. R. ZIMMERMAN,
ANDPt. J. CICEB.
ONE2
National

Center for Atmospheric Research, Boulder, Colorado

Sources and sinks of methane and methyl chloroform are investigated using a global threedimensional Lagrangian tropospheric tracer transport model with paranteterized hydroxyl and
temperature fields. By comparison with methyl cldoroform observations a global average tropo-

spherichydroxylradical concentrationof 6.4 x 10s cm-3 wasfound to be consistentwith published
methyl chloroform emission data for the year 1980. Published methyl chloroform emissions data
for 1981-1984 were found to be inconsistent with the observed methyl chloroform concentration
increases. A large decreasein hydroxyl radical concentrations could explain the disagreement between the emission data and atmospheric methyl chloroform concentrations, but this is unlikely.
Using the hydroxyl radical field calibrated to the methyl chloroform observations, the globally averaged release of methane and its spatial and teinporal distribution were investigated. Two source
function models of the spatial and temporal distribution of the flux of methane to the atmosphere
were developed. The first model was based on the assumption that •nethane is enfitted as a

proportion of net primary productivity (NPP). With the averagehydroxyl radical concentration
fixed, the methane sourceterm was computed as -• 623 Tg 0}f4, giving an atmospheric lifetime for
methane ,•8.3 years. The secondmodel identified source regions for methane from rice paddies,
wetlands, enteric fermentation, termites, and biomass burning based on high-resolution land use
data. This methane source distribution resulted in an estimate of the global total methane source
of ,•611 Tg OH4, giving an atmospheric lifetime for methane -•8.5 years. The most significant
difference between the two models were predictions of methane fluxes over China and South East
Asia, the location of most of the world's rice paddies, indicating that either the assumpt.ionthat
a mziform fraction of NPP is converted to methane is not valid for rice paddies, or titat NPP is
underestimated for rice paddies, or that present methane emission estimates from rice paddies
are too high. Using a recent measurement of t]te reaction rate of hydrox.yl radical and methane
by Vaghjiani and Ftavishankara(G. L. Vaghjiani and A. Ft. 1Xavishankara,l]ate coefficientfor
the reaction of Ott and CIt4: hnplications to the atmospheric lifetime and budget of methane,

submittedto Nature, 1990) (hereinafterreferredto as Vaghjianiand Ftavishankara,
1990)leadsto
estimatesof the global total methane sourcefor SF1 of -•524 Tg OH4 giving an atmosphericlifetime of ,•10.0 years and for SF2 ~514 Tg OH4 yielding a lifetime of ,•10.2 years. These results are
provisional pending any revision of the reaction rate for hydroxyl radical and methyl chloroform.

INTRODUCTION

Methane is a key chemical species in the chemistry
of both the troposphere and the stratosphere. Recent
analysis of air in dated ice cores provides very clear
evidence that methane concentrations have been rising

In the troposphere,•nethane is present in such abundance and is sufficiently reactive that it plays an important role in determining the hydroxyl radical concentration.

One-

and two-dimensional

model studies have in-

dicated that increasingmethane concentrationsmay lead
rapidly since the industrial revolution [Craig and Chou, to a substantial decrease in tropospheric hydroxyl radi-

[lsaksenand Hov, 1987; Thompsonand
1984; Stauffer et al., 1985; cal concentrations
Pearman and Fraser, 1988]. Atmospheric measurements Cicerone,1986]. As the hydroxyl radical is involvedin
over the past decade also show a rapid rise in global the chemistry of most atmospheric trace gases, releases
methane concentrationsof about 0.8-1% each year [Blake of methane to the atmosphere •vill significantly affect
and Rowland, 1988; Steele et al., 1987]. The rise in the concentration of many trace species including CHaC1,
1982; Rasmussen and Ifhalil,

methane concentration is probably,
consequence of human activities.

at least partly,

a

CHaBr, CHnFn, CHC1Fn, CHnC12, CHaCCla, O•, and

SO2 [Ramanathanet al., 1987]. Methane is also a major

•Also at National Center for Atmospheric Research, Boulder,
Colorado.

2Now at Department of Geosciences,
University of California,

contributor to the greenhousewarming anticipated to oc-

cur over the next century [Dickinsonand Cicerone,1986].
This paper investigates the magnitude and spatial distribution

Irvine, California.

of methane

sources

and

sinks.

The

fluxes

of

methane to the at•nosphere are currently the subject of
much study using a wide range of approaches. Cicerone

Copyright 1991 by the American Geophysical Union.
Paper number 90JD02016.

and Oreroland[1988] have reviewedthe variousestimates
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of methane sources and sinks.
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ATMOSPHERICTRACER TRANSPORTMODE

sources
and sinksof methane. In this studywe apThe modelusedin this studyis baseduponthe
ply a three-dimensional
Lagrangian
atmospheric
transport Lagrangian
tracermodeling
approach
of Taylor[1989].
modelwithsimplechemistry
that allows
for thechemicalThismodeling
approach
wasadopted
because
a rangeof
destruction
of source
gases
to examine
twopossible
source perceived
advantages
including
thatbydefinition
themass
functions
for the releaseof methaneto the atmosphere.of traceris conserved;
the relativesimplicitycompared
An advantage
of thisapproach
to the studyof methane
is with the three-dimensional
eddydiffusion
approach;
the
that we includethe three-dimensional
transport
between elimination
of unwanted
numerical
diffusion
andnegative
sources
andsinks[Golombek
andPrinn,1986].
tracerconcentrations
associated
withEulerian
approaches;
An important constraint to determining the magnitude
of the sources of methane is the hydroxyl radical concentration. The average hydroxyl radical concentration
has itself been the subject of much theoretical study and
limited direct atmospheric measurement. Using published
methyl chloroform(1, 1, 1, trichloroethane)emissionsand

the ability to advect multiple trace speciessimultaneously;
the ability to easily track the trajectories of releasesof
chemical speciesover short time periods within the model;
the ability to compare the variation in concentration
associated with the model wind field with the observed
variability, and the low computational cost' see also

observedconcentrationdata, the averagetroposphericOtt

discussionof Waltonet al. [1988].

radicalconcentration
canbe calculated
assuming
that the
Whilewe consider
the Lagrangian
modeling
approach
primarysinkfor methylchloroform
is reaction
witIt the to havethe aboveadvantages,
it shouldbe notedthat a

hydroxyl
radical.

largenumber
ofairpa-rcels
arerequired
to represent
model

While we have considerableand convincingevidence
that atmospheric
methaneconcentrations
are risingglobally at a rapid rate since the Industrial Revolution,the
causesof this rapid rise have been difficult t.o determine
althoughseveralare associatedwith the activit.
ies of man
[Ciceron and Oreroland,1988]. The primary difficulty

transporton a modelgrid of fine resolutionand to ensure
that the fluxesof tracegasesbetxveen
the atmosphere
and
the sourcesand sinksare properlyrepresentedwithin the

in determining the cause of the rapid rise in methane is

hours, representthe mean circulation and variation about

model. Also, the determinationof trajectoriesof real air
parcelsbecomesmore uncertain with time. The trajec-

toriescomputedby the model, usinga tiIne step of 24

that some70 to 90% [Cicerone
andOreroland,
1988]of the that mean. An individualtrajectoryis one possibleremethanereleasedto the atmosphere
is biogenicin origin. a.lizationof an air parceltrajectoryrather than a 'purely
Thesebiogenicsources
are highlyvariablediurnally,sea- deterministicair parceltrajectoryrepresenting
a transsonally,and spatially.Limitedsampling,
whileproducing port eventoccurringat a particulartime. No lnodeling
criticalinformationon methanefluxes,providesvery un- approachcan be expectedto predictthe real evolutionof
certain extrapolationsof global estimatesof emissions
of tra.cerconcentration
overlong-timeintegrationsunlessall
methaneto the atmosphere.
errorsin the sourcedistributions,advection,and diffusion
Not only must we estimate the current etnissionsof
methanefrom biogenicsources,but if we are to determine
whether the cause of the atmosphericmethane increase,
or some component of it, is associated, for example,
with biogenicsources,then we must estimatethe flux of
methaneassociatedwith the land cover prior to changes
brought about by humans. With the flux of methane
computedboth prior to and after a changein land use,
the net changein the flux of methaneto the atmosphere
can be computed.

are exactly equal.to zero. Even the smallestuncertaintyin
tracer advectionxvithinthe closedsystemof a global atmospherictracer transport model will propagatewith each
time step until the cumula.
tive uncertainty far outweighs
the small uncertaintyassociatedwith the individualtime
step. If the uncertaintiesin the advectionschemealso
lead to uncertaintiesin the total tnassof tracer in the
model, then uncertaintiesin the tracer distribution will
accumulatemore rapidly still.
The above argumentsignore the uncertaintiesassoci-

Suchinformationshouldplay an importantrole in the ated with the wind fields used as input to the tracer
planningprocess
to mitigatethe impactsof the greenhouse transportmodel. Even a perfecttracer transportsche•ne
warming.For example,replacingdry land with irrigated would only providea representation
of tracer transport
rice paddyfarmingwouldlead to a dramaticchangein consistentwith the input wind fields. The moredeterthe flux of methane to the atmosphere,whereasif rice

ministic approachesto tracer transport, such as those

paddiesreplacewetlands,suchas swamps,their only a developedby Williamsonand Ftasch[1989],are best resmall change in methane flux to the atmospheremay servedfor the transport of short-livedtrace specieswith
occur. Scenarios
for changesin the methaneflux from concentrations
varyingrapidly overdistances
approaching
other biogenicsourcescan be readilyconstructed.Of the modelresolution.Suchschemes
wouldalsobe im-

course,
suchchanges
in landuseandmethane
fluxshould portantwherewewished
to forecast
tracerconcentrations
be viewedin context with their interactionwith the into the short-termfuture (,-, 10 days) (givenaccurate

atmospheric
sinkformethane.
Toestimate
methane
fluxes initialconditions);
however,
theLagrangian
scheme
would
bothpriorto andafteranthropogenic
changes,
we have be ableto forecast
the likelyvariability
in the resulting
developed
a modelfor the biogenic
releaseof methane trajectories.
to the atmosphere based upon a model for net primary

The modeling approach adopted here uses a stochastic

productivity (NPP). In this paper we report the results Lagrangian advectionschemeto move air parcels repreof coinparing the NPP-based methane flux estimates with senting a known mass of a tracer gas in air according

availablepresentday atmospheric
methaneconcentrations.to a wind field on a 2.5øx 2.5o grid with sevenvertical
In a following paper the NPP methane flux model will be

levels at 1000, 850, 700, 500, 300, 200, and 100 hPa. The

used to investigate pre-industrial methane concentrations.

xvind field includes a mean and time-varying component.
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trace specieson the sphere, particularly when applying a

fieldsat a fine resolution(2.5øx 2.5ø) at a numberof finite differenceapproachto a model transport. As we
pressurelevelswas preferredto usingGeneralCirculation approachthe poles,the constantlongitudinalgrid size in
Model (GCM) wind fields. However, GCM wind fields degreesproducesa dramatically shrinking cartesiandiscould readily be substituted if desired. The mean vet-

rance which requires that the model time step be reduced

tical motion is includedwithin the European Centre for
Medium RangeWeatherForecasting(ECMWF) data set.
A component of the rapid vertical transport associated
with convectivecloud transport is embodied included in
this data set. Mixing processesare also modeled through
inclusionof a random componentin the computationof

in order to ensurenumericalstability (the Courant condition), and in Eulerian and semi-Lagrangian
finite difference tracer transport, to ensure conservationof tracer
mass. Alternative approaches,such as the spectral transport approach, have also been found to be seriouslydeticlent in advectingconcentrationfieldsof suchquantities

each air parcel velocity.

as water vapor as a result of Gibbs phenomena, spectral

The •nodeltakesadvantage
of moderncomputer
ar- truncation,
anddispersion
errorsassociated
with spectral
chitectures,
particularly
arrayprocessing.
For example,transport
[Williamson
andRasch,
1989].Williamson
and
modelsimulations
with methylchloroform
andmethaneRasch[1989]alsonotethat computational
fixesarereof 1 yearin durationwith 100,000air parcels
on the quiredto remove
physically
unrealistic
negative
watervaCRAYX-MP/48at theNational
CenterforAtmospheric
pot concentrations,
implying
a failureto conserve
tracer
Research
requireonly~ 140-180s of centralprocessing
mass,fromspectral
transport
models.
In the Lagrangian
timefor completion.
The location
of air parcels
at each formulation,
asdescribed
above,
thecomputation
of tracer
timestepmayalsobestored
if sodesired
to avoidthere- concentration
proceeds
independently
of thecalculation
of

calculation
ofthetransport
component
during
subsequent
thetransport
of theairparcels
thereby
ensuring
theconmodelruns.Thisapproach
will be usedin futurestud- servation
of tracermass.As the polesare approached
iesinvolving
morecomplete
atmospheric
chemistry
•nod- linesof longitude
become
closer,
longitude
losesmeanelswhichwill requireshort•nodeltimestepsin order ing,andtheLagrangian
trajectories
willtendtoward
reto properly
modelthespatialandtemporal
concentration
producing
thezonalmeandisplacements
ratherthanthe
distribution
of short-lived
chemical
species.
individual
longitudinal
griddisplacements.
The wind velocitiesin (2) were obtained by nearest

Thelocation
L,ofparticle
p,ina gridcelllocated
at neighbor
interpolation.
Thenearest
neighbor
interpolation
latitude
i, longitude
j, level
l, andattimet isevaluated
appears
initially
tobeanunsophisticated
form
ofinteras

polationleadingto an inaccurate
estimate
of the wind

speed. However, integrated over time or space, the av-

P ! + D•ju
Limit= Lijlt_

(1) erage
velocity
ofa number
ofairparcels
approaches
the
expectedvalues.Let us say that • represents
the average

p

--

where
Dijtt is thedisplacement
of theparcel
occurring
airparcel
velocity,
wedefine
thespatial
average
usand
overone time step and is calculatedfor eachwind speed temporalaverage•' as
component u, v, and w independently according to

1 E

= -

Dijtt = At 7ijl + •ij•N(O,1)

P

(6)

i=1

(2)

whereAt is the time step in seconds,
7ij I is the appro-

•t

priatebimonthly
timeperiodmeanwindvelocity
(m s-1

i=1

fordisplacements
inlatitude
andlongitude
andhPas-1 where
u/Pisone
airparcel
velocity
ofnairparcels
within

in thevertical),
and•ijl thestandard
deviation
of •vind a gridspace
at timet. Thenin thelimitat aseither
velocity
overa bimonthly
timeperiod
derived
at eachgrid n -• ooor nt -• ootheaverage
values
point, and N(0,1) representsa random samplefrom the
standard

normal

distribution.

We

transform

the

Carte-

sian coordinate displacements to spherical coordinates in

the usual •va.y[Hsu, 1980], as folloxvs:
P

)•ijlt+l
---- It aCos•i•t
•
P

•ijlt+l

P

'-- •ijlt

q-

Vijlt

'

a

•

.--• r•

(8)

will approach the observed interpolated mean value. Any
bias associated with more sophisticated interpolation
schemeswill not be present.
The flux of a trace gas into the atmosphereis computed
on the basis of estimates of anthropogenic emissionsand
the exchanges bet•veen the atmosphere, the oceans, and

uijlt

P

lira u-7--• lira •7--• •'

•l t ..--• 00

(4)

the terrestrialbiosphere. The flux of a trace gas is
added or removed from air parcels present within the

P

P

P

Zijlt+l -- Zijlt q- wijlt

(5)

corresponding
lowestlevel grid squareof the model.
Where an air parcel is not present in the lowest-level

where
A•tt, qøi•jtt,
andZi•ttdesignate
thelongitudinal,
Eulerian
emission
gridsquare
ofthemodel
during
a time

latitudinal, and vertical positionsof the air parcel at time
t and a is approximated by the Earth's radius.
Equation (3) illustratesa commonproblemassociated
with the mathematicalrepresentationof the transport of

step, the flux not added in that time step is included
in the next Lagrangian air parcel to arrive at the grid

square. The residualflux was found to remain, at each
time step, less than 1% of the total flux.
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Mixing ratios were derived by translgting the
Lagrangian parcel coordinates to Eulerian grid coordinates. The Eulerian grid was based on the wind field
grid. The divisionsin the vertical were centeredabout the
pressure levels with the boundaries lying at the pressure
midpoint between the pressurelevels. The concentration
of a trace gas within each air parcel was then computed.
The concentration on the Eulerian grid was calculated as
the average of the Lagrangian air parcel concentrations
within each grid box.

AND METHYL
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at each time step. These data were plotted as a function
of model time step. The results of a least squaresfit
yielded a. correlation coefficient of I and a. slope equal
to the specifiedemissionof tracer. Figure I showsthe
monthly average concentration of tracer averaged over all
air parcels in the model surface layer (bottom 75 hPa
of the atmosphere)for the last month of a 5-year model
run initialized with zero tracer concentration. Figure 2
presentsthe annual averagelatitudinal gradient averaged
over the inodel surface layer for the final year of the

For the Lagrangian
inethodto be effective,
someform modelrun.
of diffusive mixing between air parcels must be included
in the model formulation[Walton et al., 1988]. Without
diffusive mixing the distribution of air parcel tracer concentrations would continue to broaden requiring increasing
spatial and te•nporal averaging to obtain accurate estimates of tracer concentration. Diffusive mixing can be
considered equivalent to allowing air parcels to interact

by exchangingtracer mass or to allowing the boundaries
of the air parcels to be slowly red•fined [Walton ½t al.,
1988].
Diffusive mixing is incorporated into the model by
allowing tracer mass to be exchangedbetween air parcels.
The exchange of tracer mass has been implemented by

assigning
the massof tracerequivalent
to the averageFig. 1. Monthlyaverage
values
of mixingratio(pptv)
concentration
computed
on the Euleriangrid to each foranF-11liketracercalculated
in a 5-yearmodelrun.
air parcelwithinthe corresponding
grid cell. This Results
areforthefinalmonth;
onlysurface
layervalues
impleInentation of diffusive mixing provides consistent are shown.
results where the number of air parcels ranges frmn n =
10,000 to n = 1,000,000 on the basis of model simulations
with an F-11 like tracer. Calibration of such a.n approach
to diffusive mixing, other than to the spatial distribution

74{._I ' I ' I ' I ' I ' I ' I
72

of tracer concentration[Taylor, 1989], may be possible
by comparing observed and predicted autocovariances of
tracer

Wind

LatitudinalGradient- Yearly

Average

70

concentration.

field data

were obtained

frmn

the ECMWF

68

in the

form of a 5-year recordof local 0h and 12h observational

66

analysis
fields
reported
ona 2.5øx2.50grid.These
data .-. 64

and the analysisprocedures
usedto generatethe data are •
describedin detail by Loteric[1981].Rather than usethe •

6:>

ECMWF data directly within the model we reducedthe •'
data to a set of coefficients. In this way the cmnputer

m 60
to

•nodel
didnotspend
themajority
of its execution
time • 58
readingthe wind field data. On theoretical
grounds•

56

distributed[Justus,1978].To take into accountthe non-

54

the components of the wind field should be normally

stationarity in the wind fields due to seasonality, the
year was divided into six-bimonthly intervals for which
the parameters of the normal distributional model were
estilnated.
It was considered that at least problems
of severe nonstationarity could thus be avoided. An
approximately sixtyfold reduction in wind field parameters
required by the model could be achieved through this
data reduction scheme. The primary disadvantage of this

52

50
48
46

-80

-60

-40

-2:0

0

2:0

40

60

80

LATITUDE (degrees)

approach
is thatonlythemean
spatial
andtemporal
Fig.2.Annual
average
ofzonal
mean
calculated
foran
autocorrelations
arepreserved.
F-11liketracer
inthefifthyearofa 5-year
model
run.
In orderto verifythe Lagrangian
modeltransport
of Concentrations
areforthemodelsurface
layer.

the air parcels we studied the dispersion of an inert

tracer (with the releaseand molecular weight equivalent

to that of F-11,250 x 109g yr-•) distributed
spatially
according to the fiuorocarbon emissionsmodel of Prather

Next usinga 5-yearmodelrun beginning
with zero
tracer we computed an estimate of the interhemisphere

et al. [1987]. We first verified the conservationof tracer exchangetime rea• for each month of the year for the
mass by calculating the total mass of tracer in the model

duration of the model run according to
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(9)

where CN is the average northern hemisphere coneentration, Cs is the average southern hemisphere concentra-
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recentmeasurements.
Thesefirst measurements
required
correction as a result of interference proble•nsand changes
in calibration, and they may have been made in polluted,

tion,and•N-•Sisthefluxoftracer
fromthenorthern
high-oxidant
locations.

to the southern
hemispheres.
We obtained
a meanvalue Summer
midday
averages
of northern
mid-latitude
meaof rex of 1.2 yearsbasedon the 48-monthly
estimatessurements,
obtainedat the Earth'ssurface,of the hyof the last 4 yearsof the modelrun. We discarded
the droxylradicalconcentration
produced
estimates
in the
first12months
of themodelrunto remove
theeffects
of range7-87 x 105 molecules
cm-3 [Plattet al., 1988;
the modelinitializationon the estimates
of rex. We also Perneret al., 1987].Thesevaluesare in agreement
•vith
observeda seasonalvariationin rex with the minionurn the averagehydroxylradical concentrations
reportedin

valuesof rex occurring
twiceyearlyduringthe northern Table 1. The measured
middayhydroxylradicalconandsouthern
hemisphere
summers
and maximum
values centrations
represent
maximumpossible
hydr9xylradical
occuring
duringspringandautumn.Thisobservation
is concentrations
whichthe modelpredictions
of the averconsistent
with the movement
of the intertropical
convet- agehydroxylradicalconcentration
do not exceed.Model

gence
zonefromonehenrisphere
to theother.Thevalue predictions
of the two-dimensional
hydroxyl
radicalfield
of rex- 1.2yearsobtained
in thisstudycompares
favor- [Brasscur
et al., 1990;Volzet al., 1981;Chameides
and
ablywiththevalueof 1.1yearsderived
independently
by Tan,1981]indicate
considerable
variability
in the global
Prather
et al. [1987]andJacob
et al. [1987].Notethat hydroxyl
radical
field.Rather
thancompute
thefullthreethisvalueis obtained
withoutintroducing
an additionaldimensional
hydroxyl
field,whichwouldrequirea subdiffusion
term associated
with convective
activityin the stantialchemical
mechanism
•vithconcomitant
increase
in
tropics,aswasdonefor example
in the modelof Prather computational
requirements,
a zona.lly
averaged
hydroxyl
et al. [1987].Theintensity
of interhemispheric
exchanges
radicalconcentration
fieldwascomputed
usingthe twoseexns
therefore
to be adequately
represented
despite
the dimensional
modelof Brasscur
et al. [1990].In orderto
factthatconvection
is notexplicitly
simulated.
Thismay reproduce
the seasonal
variatiorin hydroxyl
radicalconbe due,in part,to thefactthat a substantial
fraction
of centration,
monthlyaveraged
hydroxyl
radicalfieldswere
the rapidverticaltransport
is included
in the ECMWF calculated.
Figure4 illustrates
theresulting
hydroxyl
tad-

dataset.

icalconcentrations
(molecules
cm-3) forthemonths
Jan-

At theendofthe5-year
model
runwealsocomputed
uaryandJul3'.
These
hydroxyl
fields
arein good
qualirathenumber
density
of airparcels
asa function
ofthe2.50 tire agreement
withthosecalculated
by Crutzen
andGidel
latitudinalbands.The maximum
variation
in thenumber [1983],Voleet al. [1981],and Allamet al. [1981].Ide-

density
of air parcels
occurs
withrespect
to latitude.ally,a fullthree-dimensional
hydroxyl
radical
fieldwould

Figure
3 shows
thetheoretical
mean
number
ofairparcels,
bepreferred;
however,
xneridional
rather
thanzonal
variawhich
isjustthevolume
ofthelatitudinal
banddividedtionsarelikelyto dominate
in thehydroxyl
radical
field.
by the volume
of an air parcel,
plotted
against
the Hydroxyl
radical
concentrations
in Figure
4 varyfrom

number
ofairparcels
actually
present
within
themodel
near
zero
inthepolar
night
tovalues
greater
than106
2.50latitudinal
bands
at thefinalmodel
timestep
of molecules
cm
-3 atmidtroposphere
over
theequator
and

the 5-yearmodelrun. Some
statistical
variation
aboutnearthe surface
at midnorthern
latitudes.Untilmeathetheoretical
mean
number
density
values
isanticipated
surements
ofhydroxyl
radical
concentrations
areobtained
dueto theMonte
Carlocomponent
of airparcel
velocityroutinely
andtheycanbeconsidered
toberepresentative
computations.
Relative
to themeanthisvariation
will of a largevolume
of thetroposphere,
quantitative
cornincrease
asweapproach
thepoles.
Figure
3 shows,
evenparison
ofmodel
predictions
andobservations
willnotbe
aftera 5-year
model
integration,
thatthenumber
densityuseful.Unfortunately,
suchmeasurements
arenotlikely
oftheairparcels
is veryclose
thatexpected.
to become
available
in thenearfuture.
The global mean hydroxyl radical concentration is

TROPOSPHERIC
HYDROXYL
RADICAL
FIELD

importantin determining
the lifetimeof many trace

In view of its centralrole in atmospheric
chemistry, species,but the actual spatial distributionof hydroxyl
estimatingthe globaltropospheric
averagehydroxyltad- radicalin relationto the sources
of the trace gasesis
ical concentrationhas been the subject of much study. also critical. For those trace gasesthat react with OH,

A numberof publishedesti•nates
of the hydroxylradical lifetimeswill be shortestif releasescoincidewith the
concentration are listed in Table 1. While some estimates

highest hydroxyl radical concentrations, such as over the

of the averagehydroxylradical concentration
indicated tropics,whereasthe oppositeis true if trace gassources

that a valuein the rangeof 10-100 x 105 moleculesare locatedtowardthe polar regionswherehydroxyl
cIn-3 waslikely[Weinstock
andChan•l,1974;Neel•tand radicalconcentrations
arenearzeroin winter.
Plonka, 1978], more recent results based on the analysis

Table 2 lists the mean hydroxyl radical concentrations

of 14COdata [Volzat al., 1981],and methylchloroformcomputed
for the globe,northernhemisphere
andsouthdata [Prinn et al., 1983a, 1987] favor a value in the range ern hemispherefor each month of the year. These values

3-10 x 105molecules
cm-3.

wereobtained
by firstusingthe modelof Brassettr
et al.

A number of measurementsof the hydroxyl radical [1990],which assumedthat CO varieswith latitude in the

concentration
have also been obtained[Perneret al., two-dimensional
model(60 ppb at 90øS,65 ppb at 45øS,
1987; Hiibler et al., 1984; Platt et al., 1988; Davis et 90 ppb at 0ø, 170 ppb at 45øN, 200 ppb at 90øN). Then
al., 1976; Wan9 et al., 1975]. First attempts at this
extremely difficult measurementas summarizedin Hiibler
et al. [1984]were an order of magnitudehigher than more

all the Brasseur et al. OH values were multiplied by a
scaling factor determined from methyl chloroform studies
describedbelow. Table 2 showsthat hydroxylradical con-
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due to reaction with hydroxyl.

Methyl chloroform is a

solvent which has been increasingly used by industry as a
I•
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3500

!

I

I

I

I

I

I

f

substitute for the more toxic trichloroethylene. Since 1970
annual production and release of methyl chloroform to

!

3000-

-

,• • 2500-

increase

--

O

1500-

concentration

has been

the

focus

of concern

the the production of "reactive" chlorine (C10•) which
is thought to be the trace species prima.rily responsible

500-

ZLU
ol '
-9o

in

in two areas. Once reaching the stratosphere methyl
chloroform provides a source of atomic chlorine through
photodissociation. Atomic chlorine eventually leads to

LL!
• 1000133 .
:D rr

the atmospherehave more than tripled [Neelyand Plonka,
1978; Prinn et al., 1987]. As a consequence,
concentrations
have been observedto be rising rapidly (,,0 6% per
annum) within the troposphere[Prinn et al., 1987]. This

i

1

i

i

i

i

-18

-54

i

18

,

i

54

,,-

90

for the reduction in the ozone layer [e.g., Anderson et
al., 1989]. Methyl chloroform is also a greenhousegas
[Ramanathanet al., 1987].

LATITUDE
METHYL

CHLOROFORM SOURCE DISTRIBUTION

Fig. 3. The averagenumber of air parcelsin 2 x 50
Methyl chloroform is consideredto be entirely anthromodellatitudinal bands,as wouldoccurin theory (the
volume of the latitudinal band divided by the volume pogenic in origin. Detailed information concerningthe
of an air parcel),with the observednumberat the end spatial distribution of releases of methyl chloroform to
the atmosphere is lacking. In this study we employ
of the 5-year model run.
the emissionsgrid originally developedby Prather et al.
[1987]for the chlorofluorocarbons
(CFC), F-11 and F-12.

centrations vary considerablybetween sumsherand winter
months in the respective hemispheresand that the average
hydroxyl radical concentrationis higher in the southern
hemisphere than the northern hemisphere. This result is

Prather et al. [1987] basedtheir exnissions
grid on electric

power consumption because electricity consumption and
CFC production are both products generally associated
with technologically advanced countries. It was also necconsistentwith other model studies[Volz et al., 1981].
essary to divide the world into three economic groupings
which related the pattern of CFC use to electricity proMETHYL CHLOROFORM
duction. Weighting factors were computed covering the
It has been recognized for some time that methyl period 1970-1975 and 1976-1982. The validity of the
chloroform (CH3CC13) could be used to estimate the assumption of a relationship between electricity consu•npaverage hydroxyl radical concentration[Lovelock,1977; tion and the release of F-11 and F-12 to the atmosphere
Singh, 1977]. Our objective behind modeling methyl was verified by the excellent model predictions of observed
chloroform was to deduce the average hydroxyl radical F-11 and F-12 atmosphericconcentrations[Prathe,'et al.,
concentration

and

thus

estimate

the

loss

of

methane

1987].

TABLE 1. Estimates of the AverageTroposphericHydroxyl
Radical

Concentrations

Derived

From Model

Studies

Hydroxyl Radical
Concentration,
105 molecule cm-

Source

5-15
5O
7*
3.3-5.1
3

Wofsyet al. [1972]
Weinstockand Chang[1974]
Warneck[1975]
$ingh [1977]
Crutzenand Fishman[1977]
Neelyand Plonka[1978]
Neely and Plonka [1978]
Volzet al. [1981]
Derwentand Eggleton[1981]
Crutzenand Cidel [1983]
Prinn e! al. [1983a]
Prinn et al. [1987]

4.8 (northernhemisphere)
18.0 (southernhemisphere)
4.5 (6.5) 9.5t
3.9 (5.3) 6.st
5
54-2
7.7 4- 1.4

*applies to 30øN latitude
trange with most likely value bracketed
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Should
theproportion
ofannual
emissions
become
avail-

_

able
on
afiner
grid
than
22.5øx
11.5
ø,this
would
warrant

revision
ofthe
current
spatial
distribution
ofInetnyl
chlo-

- l0

rofonnemissions
usedin thestudyreported
here.

-
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AND METHYL

No data arepresently
available
concerning
the seasonal

6

variation
in the flux of methylchloroform
to the atmo-

i 4 • sphere.
Observed
methyl
chloroform
concentr
data
strong
seasonality
in
emissions.
Accordingly,
•nethyl
chloi
XO
rate
throughout
the
year.
•
• period1979-1984
werethosecalculated
by Prinnet al.
• 820
•1••Iõ••1•1•
•I
2• Total
annual
emissions
of
methyl
chlorofo
for
the
[Prinn et al., t987] do not indicate the presenceof a

640

•

• I000

roform
hasbeenconsidered
to bereleased
at a constant

I I iO
6 Frl[1987].
The
data
reported
byPrinn
etal.[1987]
are

100july
I

_• based
are considered
accurate
to about
-t-5%.These
datawhich
have
>
on
industry
estimates
of
production
and
sales
• been
fitted
byPrinn
etal. [1987]
using
a si•nple
model

5
<r 280

IOr•which
parameters
totake
into
account
the
fractionofincluded
annual
sales
thatenters
the
users
inventory,
the

460

6

• fraction
of
annual
production
theproducers
inventory,
and
the fraction
of entering
annualsales
to the users
'-' that is released
to the atmosphere.
Prinnet al. [1987]
computed 2or uncertainties associated with the emission

640 )

4 esti•nates.
Table
3presents
the
emission
esti•na
and
the calculated range of possible values based on the 2or

820

100090
S

I

72

I

54

36

2

uncertaintiesfor the years 1979-1984. Theseemissionestimates should represent the maximum possible emissions
to the atmosphere for methyl chloroform because there

18

0

18 36

54

LATITUDE (degrees)

72

0
N

90

arenoknownbiospheric
sources.
However,
systematic
errots,suchas countries
not reporting
methylchloroform

emissions,as was suggested
by Prinn et al. [1983]based
on the mea.surements of methyl chloroform by Rasmussen

Fig. 4. Monthlyaveraged
two-dimensional
hydroxyl et al. [1982]overruralandurbanareasin the Peoples
radical concentrations
computedby Brasscure! al. Republic
of China,wouldleadto the underprediction
of
[1990]for the monthsof JanuaryandJuly.
methylchloroform
emissions.
Othercountries
that have

In this study we employ the same distribution devised
by Prather et al. [1987] for F-11 and F-12. At each grid
square the fraction of the total releaseof F-11 (or F12) was cmnputed. The releaseof methyl chloroformto
the atmosphereat each grid square was then cmnputed
as the fraction of the total release of methyl chloroform.

not been included in the methyl chloroform production
estimates include Eastern Europe and the U.S.S.R. \¾e
shall show in this paper that the available atmospheric

measurementsof methyl chloroform during 1982-1984 are
consistent with higher e•nission rates for methyl chloroform than those reported. Note after completion of this

study we becameaware of Midgley's[1989]study that reports higher emissions for 1983 and 1984 than Prinn et

The F-11, F-12 data of Prather ½t al. [1987], originally al. [1987].
developedon an 8øx 10ø emissiongrid, were transformed
I•IETHYL
to the 2.5øx 2.50 model grid.

CHLOI•OFOl:LM

MODEL

SIMULATIONS

Model initialization was performed using a si•nple latiGolombek
andPrinn [1986]developed
a 22.5øx 11.50
emission
grid for •nethylchloroform,
F-11 and F-12 based tudinalprofilebaseduponthe •neasured
concentrations
of
on the data of Cunnold½tal. [1983a,b] for F-11 and F-12, methylchloroform
obtainedfor January1979as reported
and of Prinn ½tal. [1983]for CH3CC13.Their emissionby Prinn et al. [1987]. Usingthe published
estimateof
grid includedoverlapping
emissions
for methylchloroformmethylchloroform
emissions
for 1979,the •nodelwasinland F-11, F-12 exclusively. Golombek
and Prinn [1986] tialized with a •nodel run for a 1-year period. Model

haveindicatedthat the proportionsof the total e•nissions results are reported on the basis of model runs for the
of F-11 and F-12 to methylchloroformare not exactlythe 5-year period 1980-1984.
same. The most significantdifferencesbet;veenthe proAn averagehydroxyl value was selected,and the hyportion of F-11 and F-12 and •nethyl chloroformoccurs droxyl radical fields of Brasscur½t al. [1990] scaledto
in the southern he•nisphere. The •nethyl chloroform emis-

this value.

The •nodel ;vas then run forward, includ-

sionsin the southernhemisphereare small when compared ing a one year initialization, starting frmn January 1979.
;vith the global total methyl chloroformemissions. The Unfortunately, no one esti•nate of the hydroxyl radical
temporal changes in observed concentrationsof methyl concentrationwas able to satisfactorily reproducethe enchloroform in the southern hemisphere are dmninated by tire series of •nethyl chloroform observations. A low value
transport of methyl chloroform from the northern hemi- for the hydroxyl radical concentration led to the better
sphere rather than sources in the southern henrisphere. prediction of methyl chloroform observations during the
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TABLE 2. Model Hydroxyl Radical Concentrations for
Each Month

of the Year

Northern

Southern

Hemisphere
Average

Month

Hemisphere
Average

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

3.34
4.14
5.50
6.83
7.18
7.19
7.40
6.95
5.88
4.86
3.89
3.26

10.12
9.84
8.36
6.30
4.70
3.83
3.79
4.93
7.07
8.19
9.06
10.26

Yearly Averages

5.54

7.20

Global
Average
6.73
6.99
6.93
6.56
5.94
5.51
5.59
5.94
6.48
6.52
6.47
6.77

6.37

Hydroxylradicalconcentration
is 105molecules
cm-3.
years1983-1984while producingsubstantialoverpredic-producethe observed
increasein methylchloroform
contion of methylchloroform
concentrations
observed
during centrationbasedon the methyl chloroform
releaseesti1980-1981. A hydroxylradicalconcentration
consistentmatesof Prinn et al. [1987]wascomputed.Theseestiwith the 1980-1981yearsof the methylchloroform
con- matesof hydroxylradicalconcentration
are presented
in
centrationdata set resultedin a severeunderpredictionFigure5. Figure 5 sho;vsthat a decrease
in hydroxyl
of the growthin methylchloroform
concentration
during radicalconcentration
of 20% wouldbe requiredto ex1983-1984.

plain the increasein •nethyl chloroformconcentrationfor

This inconsistent
behaviorcan be attributedto either 1984.Thisresultis inconsistent
withmodelpredictions
of
a decrease in the average hydroxyl radical concentration
with

ti•ne

or to

underestimates

of the

most

recent,

esti-

mates of •nethyl chloroformemissions.Pri,net al. [1987]
source strengths show only a small increase over the period while the total atmosphericburden of methyl chloroform increases by 27% with a concomitant increase in

bulk loss of •nethyl chloroformto reaction with the hy-

7.00

6.75

6.50

droxyl radical. It is this increase in the loss rate which

produces the inconsistencywith the emissionestimates of

Prinn et al. [1987].

This proble•nhas been investigatedin two ways. First,
the average hydroxyl radical concentrationrequired to
TABLE 3. Global Emissionsof Methyl Chloroform

from Prinn e! al. [1987]and 95% Confidence
Range of PossibleValues Basedon Prinn
et al. [1987]2erUncertainties

Year
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984

Emission,

95% Confidence

10sgyr --•

Intervals

540.59
544.91
538.68
510.91
515.97
550.03

515.01-565.87
519.63-570.19
513.71-563.65
487.26-534.56
492.00-539.94
512.32-587.74

5.00

1980

1981

1982

1983

1984

YEAR

Fig. 5. The calculated global averagehydroxyl radical

concentration
(molecules
cm-•) required
to produce
the
observedincrease in methyl chloroform concentration
based on the methyl chloroform release estimates of

Prinn e! al. [1987]. Sucha decreaseis judgedto be
unrealistically large; seetext.
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thechange
in tropospheric
hydroxyl
radicalconcentration
opingcountries.
Calibration
of theaverage
hydroxyl
conobtained
by Thompson
andCicerone
[1986]and Isaksen centration
to the 1985methylchloroform
emissions
data

andHov[1987].Thompson
andCicerone
[1986]
estimatedof Prinnet al. [1987]wouldrequire
thatearliermethyl

that tropospheric
hydroxylradicalconcentrations
would chloroform
emission
estimates
be revised
downward.
declineby ,,0 25-35% over the next 50 yearson the basis

Lossto the stratospherehas been implementedon the

of various scenariosof future tropospheric trace gas con-

basis of a simple linear model with no flux occurring at

centrations.Isaksenand Ho,v[1987]asstunedtitat a 1.5% the polesand a maximumlossat the equator. A constant
per year increase in troposphericmethane concentration flux to the stratospherewas estimatedon the basisof the
was to occur over the period 1950-2010. This increase two-dimensional•nodel of Brasseuret al. [1990]. However,
in methane concentrationwas found by Isaksenand Hov the assumptionof a constant flux to the stratosphere

[1987]to producea 25% decrease
in tropospheric
hydroxyl is not likely to be valid for methyl chloroformbecause
radical concentration. Both studies indicate that • 22.5% decreasein hydroxyl radical should occur over the
5-year period 1980-1984, an order of magnitudesmaller
than that required to explain the increasein lnethyl chloroform concentrationbased upon the emissionestimates
of Prinn et al. [1987]. It would appear then that the

of the changing total methyl chloroform concentration.
The planned addition of a stratospherictransport model
will allow this exchangeto be modeledexplicitly. This
may lead to the revision downward of the estimated
requiredsourceof methyl chloroformemissions
as reported
in Table 4, with the maximum correctionpossiblebeing

decrease
in hydroxylradicalconcentration
requiredto ex- -.•11x 109g for the 1984methylchloroform
emissions.

plainobserved
methylchloroform
concentration
increases Figure6 shows
the methylchloroform
concentration,
is toolargeto be realistic.
A dropin thehydroxyl
radi- computed
usingthe revised
methylchloroform
emissions
cal concentration
of the orderpredicted
in Figure5 over estimates
for 1981-1984,aslistedin Table4, at the model

sucha shorttimeperiodwouldbecause
forconsiderable
surface
layer,thebottom75 hPa(,-•0.75km)of theatconcern.

mosphere,for the month of January 1984. Source regions

A secondapproachto resolvingthis inconsistency
was over Europe and North America, South Africa, Japa.n,
to computethe sourceterm requiredto explainthe oh- and Australiaare clearlyindicated.SouthernHemisphere

servedgrowthin methylchloroform
concentration
based oceansare predictedto havea relativelyuniformmethyl
on a fixed hydroxylconcentration.
Table 4 lists the ob- chloroformconcentration.The generaleastwardflow of
servedgrowthin lnethyl chloroform
concentration,
the the atmosphere
transports
methylchloroform
released
over
amountlost to reactionwith the hydroxylradicaland the

Europe to Eastern Europe and Asia and methyl chloro-

requiredmethylchloroform
sourceestimates
basedon an formfromNortheastof the UnitedStatesto the Atlantic

average
hydroxyl
radicalconcentration
of 6.37x 105cm3 andto Europe.
xvhichis the average tropospheric hydroxyl radical concentration calculated using the 1980 •nethyl chloroform
emissionsand growth rate. This value is consistentxvith
other esti•nates of the hydroxyl radical concentration as
listed in Table

1.

The

tunission values of Table

4 either

JANUARY
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:•..... ':'"
...... m. ..:.•:-•
.............
.*.•
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•%?".!::::.:
...........
I
..-..
'•
..........................
..................
.....
I
.....
.........:,........,::::•....:ij
:.:....
......... •.7:•;;•:•2,•;:z•i'•}7'½
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fall xvithin or just outside the range of possible values

suggestedby Prinn et al. [1987]. The 1981-1984 total

emissions
of Table4, 2273x10
øg,is onlyabout3% higher
than the corresponding
figureof 2204-10øg
derivedby

\

\ ..

'"':"'"'t'
....'i;'"''•'

'\

,'"

Midgley[1990]. It shouldbe noted that the calibrationof
the average hydroxyl radical concentration was based on
the methyl chloroform emissions,and the global increase
in methyl chloroform concentration for 1980 as the 1980
estimate of methyl chloroform emissionshas been the sub-

ject of morestudy[Prinnet al., 1983a,1987]andas the Fig. 6. The methylchloroform
concentration
(ppt)
recentlnethylchloroform
endssions
are muchmorelikely computedfor the modelsurfacelayerfor the monthof
to be underestimatedbecauseof recent releasesin devel- January 1984.

TABLE4. MethylChlorform
Sources
Required
to ExplaintheObserved
Increase
in Atmospheric
Concentration
Average
Observed
Concentration,* Increase,

Observed
Increase,

Lossto
Stratosphere,

Reaction
With Hydroxyl,

Required
Source,

Year

ppt

ppt

g x 10•

g x 10•

g x 10•

g x 10•

1980
1981
1982
1983
1984

100.0
107.56
112.75
118.05
123.20

7.56
5.19
5.30
5.15
7.55

160.95
110.50
112.84
109.64
160.74

40.
40.
40.
40.
40.

343.96
372.79
392.72
412.49
441.47

544.91
523.29
545.56
562.13
642.21

1985

130.75

...............

*Average
ofJanuary
concentrations
at foursitesnotincluding
Irelandasreported
byPrinnet al. [1987].
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Figure 7 sho•vs the model predictions of methyl chloroform concentration along with the methyl chloroform
observations obtained at four Atmospheric Lifetime Experiment/Global Atmospheric Gases Experiment network

concentrationmeasurements[Prinn et al., 1983b]. How-

the period 1980-1984as reportedby Prinn et at. [1987]. It

measurement

should be noted that the methyl chloroform concentration

The methyl chloroform measurements at Adrigole, Ireland, are probably the most strongly alTected by local

ever, it is clear that this data selection procedure is warranted when the determination of long-term trends is the
goal of the measurement program. Also, data selection
sites namely Adrigole (Ireland), Cape Meares (Oregon), is required to remove the effects of local air pollution
RaggedPoint (Barbados),and Cape Grim (Australia) for emanating from sources within a few kilometers of the

measurementsreported by Prinn et al. [1983a, 1987] have

station.

been subject to data selection procedures aimed at deter-

air pollution of the five ALE sites [Prinn et al., 1983a,b].
mining long-term trends. Accordingly,Prinn et al. [1983a, Air massespassing over Europe and the United Kingdom
1987] have sought to remove high-frequencyvariation in were considered to be the cause of the local air pollution
the methyl chloroform record obtained at these monitor[Prinn et al., 1983a,b]. Some 30% of all observations
were
ing sites. This high-frequency variation is attributed to removed [Prinn et al., 1983b]from the reported monthly
"local" pollution. This makes the direct cozn.
parison of mean values for Adrigole [Prinn et al., 1987]. Prather
any model predictions with observations problematic as [1985] independently confirmed that ~ 30% of all meamodel predictions include all model events whereas reported measurements do not. Measurements are also collected at coastal sites with the objective of sa•npling
rine air. Measurements are •nade at particular times of

surements at Adrigole were polluted from sourcesin Europe.

It is not surprising then that model predictions show
far greater variability than the monthly mean methyl chlo-

the day and under particular meteorologicalconditions. roform valuesreported by Prinn et al. [1987]as evidenced
Measurementsmay also be missing as a result of instru- in Figure 7. However, the agreement between model pre•nental or other problems. These factors bias reported dictions and observations improve if we compare model
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Fig. 7. Methyl chloroformconcentrationsrecordedat four ALE sites for the period 1980-1984
as reportedby Prinn et al. [1987]alongwith corresponding
modelpredictions.
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predictions•vith the unselectedobservations(see Figure 1 occurs xvhen the hydroxyl radical concentrationsare at
of Prather [1985]) where methyl chloroformconcentration maxima in summer.

measurements
exceed300 ppt beforedata selection.ReFigure9 showsthe zonallyand yearlyaveraged
latgardless
of theseproblems,
the modelcorrectlypredictsitudinalgradientpredictedby the modelaveraged
over
the long-termtrendandthe keyfeaturesof the seasonallowest75 hPa of the troposphere
for 1984.Peaksin concycle at Adrigole, through considerablyamplifiedin corn- centrationoccur at midnorthernlatitudes and to a much

parisonto the observations.
At CapeMeares,Oregon,observed
concentrations
are
offsetabout10 ppt abovethe modelpredictions
andshare
a similarmeanconcentration
asthat at Adrigole,Ireland.

lesserextentat 30o southcorresponding
to the releases
of
methylchloroform.A stronglatitudinalgradientis predictedin the northernhemisphere
with far lessvariation
in concentration
in the southernhemisphere
as wouldbe

Model predictionsalso show less variability than the expectedfrom the distributionof sourcesof methylchloobserved concentrations. It would appear that a source roform.
of methyl chloroform located near Cape Meares has not

been includedin the model or that existingsourcesare

170

too small. The summer minimum, associated with loss
of methyl chloroform to reaction •vith hydroxyl radicals,

165

is
correctly
reproduced
bythemodel
asis thelong-term
trend.

Latitudinal Gradient-Yearly Average

160

At Barbados, model predictionsand observationsagree
reasonably well.

The annual minima and maxima are

150

correctlymodeledas is the long-termtrend.
At Cape Grim, Australia, agreement between model
predictions and observations improves in the latter part
of the •nodel simulation run.
The model predictions
show greater variability than the observations. Again,
Cape Grim was considered to experience pollution events

•_,

145

ro

140

,o

[Prinn et al., 1983a,b] and data selectionwas employedby
Prinn et al. [1983a]to removethese effectsto obtain the

135

125

background behavior of methyl chloroform concentrations

overthesouthern
oceans.
Asa comparison
thenFigure

120

8 shows the observed concentrationsat Cape Grim along
with znodel predictions corresponding to the model grid

II

overKaitoreteSpit, New Zealand. Modelpredictions

I lO

now more closely follow the seasonal variation in the
observations. Less variability is also evident in the
model predictions at New Zealand than Cape Grim. The

105

minimum methyl chloroform concentration at Cape Grim
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Fig. 9. The annual averagedzonal latitudinal gradient
in methyl chloroform computed for the model surface
layer for the year 1984.
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-80

Figure 10 shows the bvo-di•nensional zonal averaged
plot of xnodel predicted methyl chloroform concentrations
for January and July 1984.
The predicted vertical
gradient in concentration is in excellent agreement with

available observations[Rasmussenand Khalil, 1982].
Figure 11 shows the variation in concentration, averaged over the model surface layer, 75 hPa, with time for
1984. The drop in methyl chloroform concentrations during the last months of the year is most likely associated
with the higher average hydroxyl concentrations in the
southern hemisphere than the northern hemisphere.
SOURCES OF METHANE

RELEASED

TO THE ATMOSPHERE

Ciceroneand Oreroland[1988] have conductedan exten-

84
I IJ•l•l•111111111111111•1111111

80

1980

1981

1982.

YEAR

IIIi1.1111111111

1983

1984

sive study of the biogeochemical aspects of atmospheric
methane.
They included a list of known sources of
methane released to the atmosphere along with estimates
of the magnitude of those releasesand their likely ranges.
Table

5 lists known

sources

of releases

of methane

to the

Fig. 8. Methyl chloroformconcentrationsrecorded at at•nosphereand their magnitudesas determinedby CiCape Grim, Australia, with model predictions corre- ceroneand Oreroland[1988], along with the ratio of the
spondingto a model grid over New Zealand.
sourceto its estimatedrange of uncertainty. Their best
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ing assumption is that some fraction of the NPP of the

biosphere
decays
under
anaerobic
conditions
to produce

Fig. 10. Model predictedzonally averagedmethyl chl•
methanewhichis then releasedto the atmosphere.Hence
roformconcentrations
(ppt) for the monthsof January at longitudei, latitudej, and time t we computethe flux

andJuly1984.

•CH4

ofmethane
]ijt

estimate
oftheglobal
annual
steady
state
source
totMed

as
fCH4

ijt = aijtNPPijt

(10)

500• 95 x 10•2 g CH4. The currentannualsourcewhereNPPijt is the amountof dry organic
matter
probably exceedsthis steady state source by 40 or 45 x

synthesizedper unit area of the Earth's surface per unit

10•2 g/yr. Whilethetotalglobalrelease
of methane
can time and aijt is the fractionof NPP emittedto the
be constrained to within •20% individual source releases at•nospherc.

couldonly be esti•natedto within about • factor of 2

For the first term of (10), •ijt, very little information

at best. The larger uncertMnty associatedwith individ-

is availablewith which to fix valuesbasedon a range of

ual sourcescan be •nMntainedwithin the constraintof

ecosystexns.
Accordingly,•ijt is fixed as a constantand

the global total simply by shifting the annual releaseof
methane among the individual sources.

the distribution of the methane flux to the atmosphere
is determined solely as a fraction of NPP. Clearly, reed-

In this study we shall developtwo methanesource surementsOf •ijt, at least within the major ecosystems,
functions which employ the categoriesfor the •'eleaseof
methane to the atmosphere identified by Cicerone and

are needed, recognizingthat there are also time delays
between photosynthesisand methanogenesis,i.e., that or-

Oreroland[1988]. While we shallbe investigatingthe total

ganicmaterial that is convertedto methanemay be some

amount of methane released to the atmosphere consistent years old.
with the known sinks, which will require adjustment of
NPP h•

been modeled by relating measuredNPP to
the total amount released,the individual sourceswill be readily availableenvironmentaldata such as temperature
adjustedin proportionto the changein the total methane and precipitation,evapotranspiration,and the length of

emission.
In viewof the largeuncertaintyassociated
with the growingseason[Lieth, 1973, 1975]. Lieth [1975]h•
all the individualsourceestimates,suchan approachis reviewedthe above approachesto modelingNPP and
reasonable. Table 11 summarizesthe sourcefimctions, presentsglobal maps of NPP based on each model

which are describedin the followingsections. Source proach. These three approaches
generatevery similar

function2 (SF2)is that of Cicerone
andOremland
after distributions
of NPP. The mostsignificant
difference
is
multiplyingeachsourceby 611/540.

associated
with the NPP •nodelbaseduponthe length
of the growing season. This •nodel produces estimates of

MgTHaNg
EMiSSiONS
FaOM
a N•T Pa•MAaY
PaODUCT•V•TY
MODgL
We employ• model of net primary productivity(NPP)
of the biosphereto esti•nate the relative spatiM and tem-

NPPwhichvarymorestrongly
withlatitudeand• zonal
variation
in NPPwhichis lowerthanis generated
bythe
other NPP models. As global temperature and precipitation fields are available as monthly mean gridded data
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TABLE 5. Sourcesof Methane Releasedto the Atmosphere and Their

Magnitudeas Estimatedby Ciceroneand Oreroland[1988]
With the Ratio of the Range to Annual Release
Annual

Source
Enteric
i•rmentation
Natural

Release

Ratio

of

10128
• CH4 Range/l•elease*
0.438

wetlands

115

Rice paddies

0.870

110

1.000

Biomassburning

55

0.909

Termites
Landfills
Oceans
Freshwaters

40
40
10
5

2.25
1.000
1.500
4.800

Methane hydrate destabilization
Coal mining
Gas drilling, venting, transmission

5?
35
45

?
0.571
0.555

total

540

*The range is the estimated span of likely valuesfor each sourceas

determinedby Ciceroneand Oremland[1988].

sets at 2.50 x 2.50 resolution and NPP estimates based on

evapotranspiration and the duration of the growing season are similar to that obtained using temperature and
precipitation, we have adopted the Miami Model, devel-

low NPP values will result. During the warm months with
high rainfall the largest values of NPP are predicted.
Both precipitation

and surface telnperature

data are

available as monthly means on a 2.5øx 2.50 grid. Oort
oped and describedin detail by Lieth [1973, 1975], which [1983] describes the temperature fields. Shed [1986]

employs temperature and precipitation as the basis for
estimating NPP. We shall restrict discussion to the key

has prepared global maps of precipitation based on a
compilation of data from a number of sources covering

features

the period 1950-1979. Shed[1986] notes that precipitation

of this

•nodel.

The Mia.mi model is based upon two simple e•npirical
relationships derived from NPP, precipitation, and temperature data collected at 52 sites representing the world's
key ecosystems. The elnpiricM formula derived by Lieth

data for the southern oceans are particularly unreliable.

[1973,1975]relatingNPP (g dry matter/m2/yr)to mean

Figure 12 shows the distribution of NPP computed
for the •nonths January and July.
For January the
highest values of NPP occur in the southern hemisphere
with NPP falling to zero for large areas of the northern
hemisphere. In July the situation is reversedwith the high
values for NPP occurring in the northern hemisphere with
small values for NPP accompanying southern hemisphere

annualtctnperature(øC), T, is statedas
3O0O

NPPij= 1+ e•-3•5-0'•9T

(11)

;vhile the formula relating annual precipitation (millimeters), P, is

NPPij= 3000(1
- ½-0.000664P) (12)

Fortunately, we only wish to compute NPP using (11)
and (12) over the land areasfor which the data are most
reliable.

winter

conditions.

Table

6 lists the est'imates of NPP

computed for each month of the year. The highest values
occur during the northern hemisphere summer, reflecting
the far larger land mass of the northern hemisphere. The

number and total area of 2.5øx 2.50 grid cells where
As two estimates of NPP are computed for each grid
point, one value is selected on the basis of the assumption
that one factor, either precipitation or te•nperature, limits
NPP. Accordingly, the minimmn value of NPP, derived

fom (xx)

(X2) bov½, is doptd

either precipitation or temperature were the limiting
factors in determining NPP are also listed in Table 6.
It should be noted that the number of grid cells does
not relate directly to the land area as the area of

the best estimate 2.5øx 2.50 grid cells varies with latitude. A bias toward

of NPP.

temperature limiting growth would be expected on the

Equations(11) •nd (X2) •bove, as originallydeveloped grounds that large numbers of high-latitude grid cells will
by Lictb [1973, 1975] used annual averageva,luesfor tem- be temperature limited during winter. The data based on
perature and precipitation. However,(11) and (12) are the total area of the grid cells show that precipitation is
very close to linear over most of the range of expected values for temperature and precipitation. By using monthly
mean values for temperature and precipitation the monthto-month variation in NPP ca.n be computed. NPP esti-

the limiting factor for the majority of the Earth's surface
during most months of the year. Only during the northern
hemisphere winter is NPP limited by temperature over a
larger land area than is limited by rainfM1. The yearly

matesderivedusing(11) must alsobe modifiedto account estimateof total NPP computedusing (11) and (12) was
for the change from annual to monthly averaged data by
dividing estimates by 12. This model of NPP implies
that during months of lowest rainfall and temperatures,

129.7x 10• tonnes
dry matter,whichcronpares
favorably
with the estimates
Table 7.

derived

from

other

studies

as listed

in
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wetlands, rice paddies, biomass burning, and termites.
To examine these individual contributions requires a far
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more
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exhaustive

data

set at

a fine

resolution.

No

data

sets are presently available which directly link land cover
or land

use •vith

measured

methane

fluxes

to the

atmo-

sphere. Matthewsand Furtg[1987] have estimatedthe extent of natural wetlands and computed the methane flux
50

•oo '"' ,a•
...........'......... ..........................................

..........
ß
.....................

•::.

5ø•c..
L.•

to the atmosphere,while Lerner et al. [1988] determined
the methane emission from animMs. In each case, exten-

-'-'

,.•....................
-........

sive data

on the

distribution

of these

sources

of methane

emissions were not available. Instead, a compilation of
source regions was obtained through the examination of
data from a wide range of sources. In many cases it

JULY

was difficult

to evaluate

the uncertainties

associated

with

the underlying data sourcesbecause of the great variability in the origins, content, purpose of the data collector,

resolution, and time of preparation [Matthewsartd Fung,
1987]. For example, Matthewsand Fung [1987] note that
the evaluation of wetland areas is complicated, particularly in tropical regions, by the seasonal variation in
inundated

areas and whether

the information

recorded

on

maps reflects the luinimum, mean, or maximum area inundated.

Fig.

12.

The spatial distribution of net primary

productivity(10• g dry matter) computed
for the
monthsof Januaryand July from (11) and (12) as
described

in the text.

IDENTIFYING
LAND

METHANE

SOURCE REGIONS USING

COVER AND HYDROLOGICAL

DATA

The net primary productivity model does not identify
particular source regions for methane, such as wetlands,
and therefore does not allow study of the individual components of the biosphere contributing to the release of

Henderson-Sellers
et al. [1986]have examineda number
of available global land-surface data sets for use in
climate-related

studies.

In each case the

ing only the major ecosystempresent with a grid cell (•

is the Limiting Factor Determining NPP
Number and Total Area of Grid Cells* Limited by
Precipitation
Temperature
NPP,

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
Total

8.91
8.95
9.88
10.67
11.35
12.10
13.44
13.32
12.17
10.75
9.34
8.83
129.71

Area,

N
1101
1179
1227
1529
1850
2066
2040
1849
1675
1395
1259
1106
18278

sets were

coinpiled using different methods.
This variation in
methodology is reflected in the wide range and number
of vegetation types used to classify land cover and the
differences in resolution. In no case have these vegetation
data sets been prepared with the aim of estimating the
flux of methane to the atmosphere.
One sontee of systematic error associated with these
land cover data sets arises from the a.pproad, of report-

TABLE 6. Computed NPP by Month of the Year With the Number and
Total Area of Grid Cells Where Either Temperature or Precipitation

Month 10• g/month

data

10TMm•
0.637
0.668
0.687
0.814
0.877
0.939
0.901
0.862
0.852
0.791
0.733
0.649
9.410

*The grid cells are 2.50 x 2.5ø in size.

Area,

N
1947
1871
1823
1521
1200
984
1010
1201
1375
1655
1791
1944
18322

10TMm•
0.732
0.701
0.682
0.554
0.492
0.430
0.468
0.507
0.517
0.578
0.636
0.720
7.017
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Net

Primary Productivity(NPP) Obtainedin
Different

Model

Studies

NPP,

Model

tonnesx 109/yr)

Basis

Source

temperatureand precipitation
evapotranspiration
lengthof growingseason
carbonin live vegetation

Lieth [1975]
Boa:[1975]
Lieth [1975]
Olsonet al. [1983]

temperature and precipitation

this study

124.478
118.706
73.5
120.4
129.7

50% land cover). This leads to a systematic underestiBiomassburning has been recognizedfor some time to
mation of land cover for an ecosystemthat is intermixed be a sourceof atmosphericmethane [Crutzen et al., 1979].
•vith another more dominant ecosystem and systematic However, the spatial distribution, the seasonal pattern,
overestimation if we assume that the dominant ecosystcxn and the magnitude of the emission of methane have been

represents100ø-/0
of the land cover when other ecosystems the subject of only a few studies[Seller and Crutzen, 1980;
are present. It is hoped that taken over the globe these Crutzen et al., 1985; Crutzen, 1987]. Given the range of
effects •vill average out. One solution to this problem is environmental factors which may affect the amount of
to increase the resolution of the data set. For this reason biomass burnt and the resulting methane emissions, only
land cover data sets of 10 and 0.50 resolution are now li•nitcd confidence can be placed in current estimates of

common. This approachto the problem of resolutionis methane emissionsfrom biomassburning.
certMnly a good compromisewhen faced with determinIn order to constructa spatial and temporal distribuing the actualpercentageof land coverfor eachvegetation tion for the releaseof methaneindependentof NPP the

type within everygrid cell.

land cover informationof Wilsona•d Henderson-Sellers

Otherapproaches
totheproblem
ofproperly
represent[1985]
hasbeenusedto identify
regions
where
biomass
ing mixedecosystems
includethe introduction
of addi- burning
occurs.
Theseregions
aretropical
savanna,
tropitionMcategories
whichrepresent,
for example,
the inter- calgrassland
plusshrub,opentropical
woodland,
tropical
mixingofnonwooded
vegetation
typeswithwoodorforest pasture,
thornshrub,andcanesugar(codes
37, 32, 23,
cover[Olsonet al., 1983]. Wilson
aridHer•dersoy•-Sellers
33, 28 and43 aslistedby Wilson
andHenderson-Sellers
[1985]
included
information
onbotha primary
anda see- [1985]).To distribute
thefluxof methane
fi'ombiomass
ondaryvegetation
category.
The primarylandcoverclass burning,a simplemodelbasedon precipitation
wasconwasconsidered
to represent
the landcoverthat occupiesstructcd.It wasassumed
that the fluxof methane
from
_• 50%of a løx 10 gridareawhilethe secondary
land burning
variedinversely
withrespect
to precipitation.
On
coverrepresents
covertypesoccupying
between
25%-50%the basisof theseassumptions
the fluxof methane
atof thegridarea.
tributed
to biomass
burning
at eachgridcellwithlongiIn the modeling study reported here wc have employed
the data set developed by Wilso•, a•,d He•,dersomS½llers

tude i, latitude j and month t xvas computed as follows

[1985].This datasetincludes
bothprimaryandsecondary
classificationsof land cover, and its land-coverclasses

12

,.CH•
= fcm•[eitft/eijt]/[•(eitft/pijt)]
(la)
Jijt
ij

could be easily related to •nethane source regions. In
the following discussion we shall refer to these land cover

t=•

classes
in constructing
source
functions
fortherelease
of where
P isprecipitation
(mm),Pi?t istheannual
precipimethanefrom the biosphere.
lk,![ETHANE
EMISSIONS
FROMBIOMASS
BURNING

ß square,
tationin thatgrid
andfjjCH• •'s t1•e estimated
an-

nual total releaseof CH4 to the atmospherefrom biomass

Biomass
burning
is nowrecognized
asanimportant
burning
atthatgridcell.
source
of a number
of tracegases,
including
carbon Figure
13shows
thedistribution
ofthefluxofmethane
dioxide,
methane,
carbon
monoxide,
nitrogen
dioxide,computed
using(13)for themonths
of Marchwhen,
nitrous
oxide,
andnonmethane
hydrocarbons
[Seller
and based
onozone
measurements
[Fishynan,
1988],
biomass
Crutzcn,
1980;Crutzen
etal.,1979;Fishynan
etal.,1986; burning
overSouthAmerica
should
be at a minimum,
Greenberget al., 1985]. Biomass burning also appears and October, when biomass burning has been observed

to leadto a substantial
photochenfical
production
of to be at its maxi•num
overthesavannas
of Africaand
tropospheric ozone through the release of ozone precursor

South America.

Note also that

the model predicts

compounds
[Crutzen
½tal., 1979;Delany½tal., 1985; a significant
contribution
to methane
emissions
from
Crutzcn,
1987]. Recentmeasurements
of tropospheric
biomass
burning
overSouthEastAsiaandthetropical
ozone
in the tropics
by Logan
andKirchoff
[1986]and northof Australia,
as wouldbe expected
[Seller
and
the analysis of satellite total ozone data by Fishman ½t Crutzcn, 1980]. Figure 14 shows the computed annual
al. [1986] and Fishman [1988] support the conclusionthat averagedlatitudinal distribution of the flux of methane to
biomassburning contributessignificantlyto tropospheric the atmospherefrom biomassburning averagedover 2.5o
ozone formation.

latitudinal

bands.
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termiteswouldlie in the range10-100x 101:•g CH4 yr.

MARCH

Clearly, much uncertainty surrounds the estimate of the
total global methane emission from termites due to the
linfited number of field and laboratory measurements and
the difficulty of extrapolating such measurementsto the
global scale. In view of the large uncertainties associated
with estimates of the flux of methane froin other biogenic
sources such as wetlands, rice paddies, and enteric fer-

mentation, as noted by Ciceroneand Oreroland[1988], all
published estimates of the flux of methane from termites
can be accommodated within the range of total methane
source budgets that have been prepared to date. Cicerone

and Oreroland[1988] note these problemsassociatedwith

OCTOBER

estitnating methane emissionsfrom termites and, as listed

in Table5, suggested
a valueof • 40 x 10•2 g CH4 yr,
essentially a median value of available estimates.

In order to construct a global distribution of methane
emissions independent of NPP the detailed land cover

data of Wilson a•d Henderson-Sellers[1985] have been
combined

with

estimates

of

methane

emissions

front

a

range of ecologicalregions determined by Zimmerman et
al. [1982]. Table 9 lists the estimated flux of methane
from

ternrites

as derived

frown the

data

of

Zimmerman

et al. [1982], expressedin units of grams per unit area
per year, for each of the ecological regions identified by

Fig. 13. The calculatedspatial distribution of the flux

ofmethane
(10s g CH4per2.5øx 2.5øgridsquare)
h'om

Zimmerman et ol. [1982]. The flux valuesof Zimmerman
et al. [1982] were used to scale the contribution of the

biomassburningcomputedusing(6) for the monthsof different ecological regions to the total methane emission,
March

as listed in Table 10. For each ecologicalregion a number

and October.

of land cover codes[Wilson and Henderson-Sellers,
1985]
Figure 13 shows that methane released from biomass
burning has been confined to the tropics. Clearly, biomass
burning also occurs at higher latitudes, however, the frequency and extent of biomass burning at higher latitudes
is such that only a very small release of methane occurs as
a consequenceof biomass burning, when compared with

the tropical releases.Seller and Crutzen [1980] estimated
that the biomass burnt annuaJly in temporal and boreal
forests represented ,.• 4% of the total annually burned
biomass.

have been assigned a methane flux attributed to termite
activity. Unfortunately, the direct assignment of the land

cover codes of Wilson and Henderson-Sellers[1985] to
24
Wetlands

22

Rice paddies
........

Enteric

.....

Biomassburning

2O

fermentation
......

Termites
TOTAL

TERMITES

Termites

are

known

to

emit

methane

as

a result

of

digestion. Several estimates of total annual methane production

have

Table 8.

been

derived.

These

estimates

are listed

in

Zimmerman et al. [1982], based on field and
I

laboratory •neasurements of •nethane e•nissions from termites, estimated that the annual release of methane to
!i

the at•nosphere by termites, assuming that termites consume an average of 28% of available NPP, was as high

as 151.6 x 10TMg methane.Ilowever,muchuncertainty
has surrounded this original estimate of methane production.

More

recent

estimates

indicated

that

much

lower

values for methane releases by termites should be ex-

pected. Collins and Wood [1984] attacked the basis for
Zimmerman et al. [1982] estimates. However,Zimmerman
et al. [1984] defendedthe basisfor their original estimate
of •nethane production by termites.

-80

-60

-40

-20

0

20

40

60

80

LATITUDE (de9)

Field measurements

Fig. 14. Latitudinal distribution of the flux of methane
fi'om rice paddies, biomassburning, natural wetlands,
stand in contrast to the values estimated by Rasmussen termites, and enteric fermentation averaged over 2.5ø
bands.
and Khalil [1983], who estimated methane emissionsfrom latitudinal

by Seiler et al. [1984] led to much lower estimatesof the
release

rate

of methane

from

termite

nests.

These

results
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in Table 11. Figure 15 shows the spatial distribution
of the annual total flux of methane to the atmosphere
derived from termites. Figure 14 includes the annual
average latitudinal distribution of methane emissionskmn
termites.

Source

A seasonal

modeled

variation

as a function

in methane

flux

from

termites

of the •nonth-to-month

was

variation

in

ß
ßß
rCH4
ß
Zimmerman et al. [1982]
NPP. Hence the flux of methane from •erm•es, y..z3t
•n
Seiler et al. [1984]
each grid cell of longitude, i, latitude, j, at month t was
Collins and Wood[1984]*
cmnputed as
12
Rasmussenand Khalil [1983]

151.6
2--5
~15-37.9
5O

t'CH4
=fitft
[NPPijt/
Z NPPij
]

Jijt

(15)

t

* Collinsand Wood[1984]suggest
that globalconsump
tion estimatesof NPP usedbyZimmermanet al. [1982] whereNPPijt is thenetprimaryproductivity
andaij
œtot
is
should be reduced by a factor of 4-10.

the ecologicalregions of Zimmerman et al. [1982] is not
entirely straightforward.' In particular, assigningmethane
emissions in temperate regions proved difficult. Rather
than use a separate methane flux for temperate forests
and for wood/shrub a single value, the mean of the t•vo
methane flux values was adopted. No methane emissions
from temperate grasslands were included as temperate
grasslands•vere not explicitly identified in the Wilson and
Henderson-Sellers[1985] data base. This implies that the

the annual total methane emission at each grid cell. This
representation of the seasonal cycle of methane emissions
may lead to too large a seasonalcycle at higher latitudes.
However, the methane emission from termites at these
latitudes

is s•nall.

TABLE 10. Methane Fluxes Assignedto the Land
Cover Classes of the Wilson and Henderson-

Sellers[1985]Land CoverData Base
Methane flux,

flux of methane may be underesti•nated from temperate
regions by a few percent. Table 11 lists the land cover

Land

codes of IVilson and Henderson-Sellers[1985] and their

10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 16,
17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22,
24, 27, 28, 30, 31, 35,

associated

methane

flux.

With

the

land

area

associated

with each land cover category within each grid cell based

on the Wilson and Henderson-Sellers[1985] data and the
methane flux data of Table 10 the yearly total methane
flux within each model grid cell was computed as follows.

fi?•= Ale•

(14)

where Ai is the land area (meters squared) associated
with land cover type, l, within a grid cell at longitude, i,
and latitude, j, and ek represents the incthane e•nission
rate corresponding to the land cover code, l, as listed

Cover Code

g/m2/yr

39

0.325

34, 36

0.54

50

0.63

40,
23,
32,
51,

41
25, 26
33, 37
52

The

first

1.82
2.01
2.81
2.83

I¾IETHANE EMISSIONS FROM R•CE PADDIES

TABLE 9. Methane Fluxes to the Atmosphere
Attributed

to Ternrites

With

Different

Land Cover

of

methane

emissions

from

rice

paddies were based upon laboratory measurements of

methane fluxes by Koyama [1963]. When extrapolated
globally these measurementslead to estimates of the flux

Categories
Methane Flux*,

Ecological Regions

estimates

g/m2/yr

of methaneto the atmosphere
of 280 Tg CH4 yr-•
[Ehhalt and Schmidt, 1978].

However, the first field

measurements of methane emission rates by Cicerone and

Shetter [1981] resulted in a much lower estimate of the

T¾opicalwet forest
Tropical moist forest
Tropical dry forest
Temperate forest

0.63
2.83
2.01
0.38

Wood/shrub

0.27

59 Tg CH4 yr-1.

Wet

2.81

correlated methane emanating from an Italian rice paddy
with soil temperature to predict a global total annual
methane emission from rice paddies of 66.7-166.3 Tg CH4

savanna

Dry savanna
Temperate grassland

0.54
1.38

Cultivated
Desert scrub

1.82
0.16

*Methane

[1982].

fluxes were derived from Zimmerman

et al.

globalflux of methaneof 59 Tg CH4 yr-1.

Another

lower estimate of the global flux of methane from rice

paddies has been published by Seller et al. [1984], 35-

Holzapfel-Pschorn
and Seller[1986]

yr-1. Holzapfel-Pschorn
andSeller[1986]alsocomputed
the change in methane released for the period 19401979 based upon statistics for the annually harvested
rice paddy area data collected by the United Nations
Food and Agricultural Organization. They found that the
computed methane emission from rice paddies, averaged
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TABLE 11. Summary of the Methane SourceFunctionsUsed in the Model Studies
Source Function

1

Source Function

2

Flux,

Flux,
Source Distribution

NPP

-1

1012gCH4yr

1012gCHqyr-

Source Distribution
enteric

473.5

fermentation

(includesmethanefrom

natural

enteric fermentation, natural
wetlands, rice paddies,

rice paddies
biomassburning

92.2
132.5
126.8
63.4

termites
fossil Fuels and Landfills

46.1
138.3

biomassburningand termites)
Fossil Fuels and Landfills

138.3

(includesmethanefromcoal

(includesmethanefrom
coalmining,gasdrilling)

mining, gas drilling and
Oceans
Total

wetlands

11.5
623.3

11.5
610.8

oceans

SF1 assumesthat the biosphericemissionsof methane are proportional to net primary productivity. SF2 is
that of Ciceroneand Oremlandexceptthat eachof their sources
has beenmultipliedby 611/540. (Seetext for
detaileddescriptions.)
the 2.5øx 2.50 atmosphericmodel surface grids. The
calculated total surface area of rice paddies derived from

the Wilson and Henderson-Sellers[1985] data is 1.82 x

10•

m2.

The nature of the data sets employedto

determine the source of methane from rice paddies is
such that if rice paddies constitute less than 25% of the

total land area of a 1øx 1ø cell [Wilsonand HendersonSellers, 1985], no flux of methane from rice paddies will
be included. Using land cover data sets which include
only the major ecosystem within each grid cell will lead
to the underestimation of the total land area. Fortunately,
rice paddies are not widely scattered, which would lead

Fig.15.Annual
totalfluxofmethane
(10s g CtI4per toa severe
underestimation
oftheareaofricepaddies.
2.5ox 2.5øgridsquare)
totheatmosphere
derived
from Theestimate
oftheglobal
totallandarea
ofricepaddies,

termites.

1.82x 10•2 m2 based
ondatafroma largenumber
of

sources,is ,,•20% higher than that employedby Holzapfel-

over
thelast35years,
hasbeen
increasing
at about
1.6% Pschorn
andSeiler
[1986].Since
Holzapfel-Pschorn
and
peryear.It should
benotedthatconsideration
of the Seller[1986]
based
theirestimate
upona single
source
flux of methane fi'om the land areas prior to conversion to

of information, the United Nations Food and Agricultural

ricepaddies
wasnotconsidered
by Holzapfel-Pschorn
and Organization,
it is not surprising
that a lowerestimate
Seiler
[1986].
If thisareawerea sxvamp
priortobecoming
xvould
result.
a rice paddy then very little change in the methane
flux to the atmosphere would have occurred and the net
flux of methane to the atmosphere would have remained
relatively constant over ti•ne. If, on the other hand,
rice paddies replaced dry unproductive land, a dramatic
increase in the •nethane flux would have occurred. Clearly,
then, if the net increase in the methane flux to the
atmosphere from rice paddies or any other agricultural
practice is to be determined the flux of methane to the
atmosphere prior to the introduction of rice paddies or
other agricultural practice must be estimated.

In the study reported here, source regions for methane
from rice paddies, independent of the NPP model, have
been identified using the global archive of land cover
and soils data developed by ['Vilsonand Henderson-Sellers

[1985]. This data set includes a land cover category

specifically
for paddy rice. Both pri•nar3)and secondary

Emissionsof methane have been distributed uniformly
over the total rice paddy area. Figure 16 shows the
spatial distribution of the annual total flux of methane
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landcoverdatasetshavebeenemployed
at the løx 1ø Fig. 16. Annualtotalfluxof methane(10TMg CH4 per
resolutionto estimatethe total land surfacein eachof

2.5øx 2.50 grid square)fromricepaddies.
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to the atmospherefrom rice paddies. Figure 14 shows and nonforestedbog representthe most significantsource
the latitudinal distribution of the flux of methane from of methane from wetlands, whereas alluvial formations
rice paddies and other large methane sources. Seasonal are anticipated to play a minor role.

However, it

variation was determinedaccordingto the ratio of the
NPP computedfor each month at each grid cell to the
total NPP for the year within each grid cell following
(15). This approachto the seasonalityof the methane
flux from rice paddiesleadsto a singlepeakin the flux of

shouldbe noted that estimatesof the methane emission
rates from the major ecosystemsare based upon a
limited number of measurements
which are subject to
considerablyuncertainty. Ciceroneand Oreroland[1988]
notedthat suchfactorsas soil water levels,temperatures,

methane in midsummer. The measurementsof Ciceroneet

and possibleseasonalvariationsin methanogenicpathways

al. [1983]and Holzapfel-Pschornand
Seller[1986]indicate are significantin determiningthe flux of methanefrom
that twopeaksin the methane
fluxoccur.Thesepeaksin wetlands[see Harrisset al., 1982; Crill et al., 1988;
methaneflux occurduringthe tillerlugof the ricepaddies Whalenand Reeburgh,1988].
and whenthe rice plantsare flowering.However,the data
Matthewsand Fung [1987] calculated the latitudinal
of both Ciceroneet al. [1983] and tIolzapfel-Pschornand

distribution of methane emissionsand the area of natural

Seller [1986]are not conclusive
as to whetherthe same wetlands.The primary differencebetweenthe latitudinal
seasonal pattern applies everywhere. Also, as the data

distribution of wetland area and methane emissions lies

of both Cicerone
et al. [1983]and Holzapfel-Pschorn
and in the slightlylargermethaneemission
at highnorthern

Seller[1986]do not represent
largeareaaverages,
the latitudesrelativeto the methane
emission
fromtropical
effectof arealaveraging
mayleadto a singlepeakin the regionsthan is indicatedby wetlandarea alone. The

methane
fluxfromricepaddies,
but in realitywedo not dominance
of forestedand nonforested
bogsat high
yet knowhow thesemethaneemissions
vary duringthe northernlatitudesand forestedand nonforested
swamps
growingseason.

at equatoriallatitudes,as foundby MatthewsandFung
[1987], causesthis difference.

METHANE
EMISSIONS
fROMNATURAL
WETLANDS
A nu•nber of data basesare availablewhich include the

Figure14 showsthe latitudinaldistribution
of the
•nethane flux from wetland areas derived from the THY-

extent of natural wetlands. Both ;Viisonand Henderson- DRO wetland area data set of Cogley[1985]. These data

Sellers
[1985]andOlson
et al. [1983]
include
a codefor of Coghy
[1985]
leadto a latitudinal
distribution
of the
naturalwetlandsin their respective
data bases. Both fluxof methane
frown
wetlands
witha slightlygreateremof thesedata basesonlyprovideestimates
of the extent phasis
ontropicalregions
thanthat obtained
by Matthews
of natural ;vetlandswhen natural wetlands are either

and Fu,•g[1987]. Figure 17 showsthe geographical
distri-

the primaryor secondary
land coverwithineachgrid butionof the annualtotal methaneemissions
fromwetcell. Unfortunately,
as wetlands
are widelyscattered
this lands. The distribution
of methaneemissions
from wetapproach
to estimating
the extentof naturMwetlands landspresented
in Figure17 is qualitatively
similarto
leadsto a systematic
biastowardunderestimation.
that obtained
by Matthews
andFung[1987].As the dis-

Toovercome
thisproblem,
Cogley
[1985]
developed
a tributions
ofwetlands
aresi•nilar,
thedifference
inthelatdatabase
fornatural
;vetlands,
THYDRO,
at a løx 1ø itudinal
distribution
ofmethane
fluxes
between
Matthews
resolution
in which
thepercentage
of natural
wetlandsandFung
[1987]
andourresults
is attributed
to thedif;vithin
each
gridcellhasbeen
evaluated.
Using
thedata fetenee
in thefluxratesassigned
by Matthews
andFung

of Cogley
[1985],
thetotalareaofnatural
wetlands
was [1987]
to swamps
andbogs.Theseasonal
emissions
of
computed
to be4.96x 1012m2. Thisvalue
compares
methane
fromwetlands
were
distributed
in proportion
to
well with that derived by Matthewsand Fung [1987] of

NPP followingthe methodof (15).

5.26 x 10•2 m2 supporting
theirhypothesis
that earlier Aselmann
andCrutzen
[1989]haverecently
determined
studies
attempting
to estimate
thefluxof methane
from the distribution
of naturalwetlands
andrice'paddies
at

wetlands
hadprobably
employed
a value
fortheextent
of a resolution
of 2.5• latitudex 50 longitude.
Theyobnaturalwetlands
that wasa factorof 2 toosmall.

raineda total wetlandareaof 5.7 x 10½ km2. This

value is larger than the value obtainedusingthe THYDRO data set andalsothat of Matthews
andFung[1987].
nual emission of methane to the atmosphere based on the
The
differences
between
the
three
data
sets
representthe
division of wetlands into five major wetland ecosystems,
Mathewsand Fung [1987]also computedthe global an-

namely, forested bogs, nonforestedbogs, forestedswamps,
nonforestedswamps, and alluvial formations, an estimate
of the typical ecosystemflux and the duration of the CH4

release[Matthewsand Fung, 1987].
Using the area and emissionrate data for each major
ecosystem,as listed by Matthewsand Fung [1987], the
product of these two values were computedgiving a
total methane emissionrate per day for each ecosystem.
The results for forested bog, nonforestedbog, forested
swamp, nonforested swamp, and alluvial formations were

415.4, 179.4, 76.09, 120.96,and 5.82 x 10• g CH4
day-• respectively.
The productof the total areaof
each major wetland ecosystemand its flux of methane,

while ignoringthe variationin lengthof productionFig. 17. Annualtotal fluxof methane(109g CH42.5*
season,
givessomeindicationof the relativeimportance x 2.5ø grid square)to the atmosphere
fromwetlandsas
of eachof the major ecosystems.
Clearly,the forested derivedfrom existingdata and usedin the model.
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Methane
is produced
asa byproduct
ofdigestion
in Fig.18.Thespatial
distribution
ofthefluxofmethane

animals
asa consequence
ofthemicrobial
activity
of (108g
CH4per2.5øx2.50
gridsquare)to
theatmo-

bacteria
present
within
theanimal
gut[Hungate,
1966].sphere
from
enteric
fermentation.
While a number of studies have reported estimates of
methane releasedfrom enteric fermentation[Ehhalt, 1974;

Crutzen,
1983;
Seller,
1984;
Ifhalil
and
Rasmussen,
1983;sions
areproportional
toNPPwithin
each
gridcellacSheppard
etel.,1982]
tworecent
studies
have
considered
cording
to(15)rather
than
using
a.
nimM
populations
betheproblem
ofestimating
methane
emissions
from
entericcause
ofthedifficulty
ofobtaining
reliable
estimates
of
fermentation
in detail.Crutzen
etal. [1986]
derivedanimM
population
asa function
ofmonth
ona 2.50x
anestimate
oftheannual
global
fluxofmethane
from 2.50
grid.Relating
methane
emissions
toNPPisthebecattle,
buffalos,
sheep,
caxnels,
mules
and
asses,
pigs,
and
sis
of
the
assumption
that
coincidentally,
themajority
of
horsesof 78 x 101• g CH4 yr, with an uncertainty
'
of about
15%,using
separate
methane
emission
ratesnew
births
occur
inthespring
and
themajority
ofanimM

forcattle,
sheep,
andpigslocated
in either
developed
slaughtering
occurs
intheautumn
andwinter.
Assuming
that NPP is related to methane emissions from enteric
or developing countries. This distinction was employed

because
theknown
variation
inmethane
production
from fermentation
mayleadtooverestimation
oftheseasonala.nimals
associated
;viththequality
andquantity
ofthe ityathigher
latitudes
where
NPPwillfalltonear
zero
in

foodintake.

winter,whereas
animMherdswill be maintained
at some

fraction

of their summer levels.

Lerner et el. [1988] constructeda global løx 1ø resolution data base of methane emissionsarising from en-

tericfermentation.
Theyemployed
Food
andAgricultural FossilFUEL
AND
LANDFILL
RELEASES
OFMETHANE
Organization statistical data on animM populations, as

Fossil fuel releasesof atmosphericmethane are associ-

Crutzenet el. [1986] did, and deducedsimilar methane ated with coal miningand gas drilling and ventingrather
emissionrates from individual animals though with more

than from the combustionof fossil fuels, as is the case

detailedassumptions
concerning
the spatialdistributionof with CO2. However,both coalminingand gasdrillingare
e•nissionrates. Lerneret el. [1988]computedan annual oftenlocatednearfossilfuel powerplantsand hencefossil

globalmethane
fluxof 75.8x 10•2 g CH4yr-•.

fuelreleases
of CO2.Themajorexception
beingtheventing of unburnt methane front the flaring of natural gas

Inthestudy
reported
here
thedistribution
ofthefluxof associated
withoilandgas
exploration
andrecovery,
parinethane
from
animals
is
based
on
a
simple
model.
Using
ticularly
offshore
activities
[Cicerone
and
Oreroland,
1988].
the land
cover codes of Wilson and Henderson-Sellers
tlowever, the total methane released from these latter
[1985],
land
cover
categories
likely
tosupport
agricultural
tivities
iscurrently
thought
tobesmall
ataround
14x
activitywereidentified.The landcovercategories,
a 0•2

description
of;vhich
appears
inthe;york
byWilson
and from
1 gindividual
CH4yr-exploration
orless,
and
methane
emission
estimates
and production facilities are
Henderson-Sellers, were codes 13, 16, 21, 23, 24, 26,

27,31,32,33,34,35,36,37,39,40,and41. The for
lacking,
making
it difficult
to develop
a source
function
the spatial distribution of methane from coal rain-

total

annual

methane

exnission

from

enteric

fe•'mentation

wasthendistributed
uniformly
withrespect
to thetotal ing
andgasdrilling
andventing.
Asbetter
information
'
becomes available on this source of methane it shall be

land area.

Figure 18 shows the global distribution of

theannual
totalfluxof methane
arising
fromentericincorporated
intothemodel.
fermentation.
Figure
14 includes
theannual
average It should
benoted
thatinregard
tothefraction
ofthe

latitudinal
distribution
of methane
emissions
fromenteric totalrelease
ofmethane
attributed
to fossil
fuels,analysis
fermentation.

measurements
of methane
canprovide
an
Comparing Figure 14 with the results of •4C isotope

obtained
byLerner
etel.[1988]
indicates
thatLerner
etel. independent
estimate
ofthefossil
fuelsource
ofmethane.
Loweet al. [1988] and Wahlenet al. [1989] have used

[1988]predicta larger methaneemissionin high northern
such an approach to estimate the fossil fuel component
latitudes titan shown in Figure 14. However,given the
of atmospheric methane. They found that methane from
uncertainty associated in evaluating methane emissions
over different geographical•'egionsas noted by Crutzen et fossil fuels could be as much as 50% higher than is indicated in Table 5. Alternatively, Cicerone and Oreraland

al.[1986]
and
theproblems
associated
with
distributing
[1988]
have
suggested
thatbiological
sources
of•4Cde-

the animal populations, the latitudinal distributions are

notinconsistent.

The seasonalvariation of methane emissionsfrom en-

pletedmethane
fromoldorganic
mattermayexplain
the

unexpectedly
low atmospheric
14CH4measurements.

Methane may be released from landfills in amounts

teric fermentation
wasmodeledassuming
tha.t the emis- that are globallysignificantbut existingestimatesare
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uncertain[Bingemet
and Crutzen,1987]. Cicerone
and become
available.Fortunately,
sucha largeuncertainty
is
Oreroland
[1988]notedthat furtherworkwith regardto associated
with onlya smallsource
of methane.
landfill emissionsof methane is required in the areas of
the amounts of waste material and trends, composition
of waste material, landfill managementpractices,and the
ilnpact of methane oxidation and burning. Little data
are available regarding the spatial distribution of the
flux of methane from landfills. Landfills are associated
with populated areas of industrial countries. Bingemet
and C7'utzen[1987] have estimatedthat the majority of
methane releasedfrom landfills (78%) is from industriM
countries.
Accordingly,to model the spatial distribution of fos-

The exchangeof methane betweenthe ocean and atmosphere is modeled as a uniform releaseof methane from
the oceans.This simple model may not be appropriatefor
the continentalshelf regionswhere the flux of methaneto
the at•nospheremay be considerablyhigher per unit area
than over the open ocean [Ehhalt, 1974]. However,given
the small magnitudeof the sourceand the lack of reliable
measurementdata distinguishingbetweenthe releaseof
methanefrom the open oceansand the continentalshelf
regions,a more complexmodel for the releaseof methane
from the oceansdoes not seemwarranted.

sil fuel and land fill releasesof methaneto the atmoNo seasonalityin the releaseof methaneto the atmosphere,their combinedemissionshave been assigneda spherefrom the oceanshas been includedin the model.
singlespatialdistribution. Fossilfuel emissions
of CO2 Instead,a constantreleaserate over time has been as-

havebeencomprehensively
studied[Marlandet al., 1985; stoned.Again,lackof sufficient
data andthe smallmagRotty,1987a,b]. The approachadoptedthen,is to model nitudeof the sourcedo not warrantthe development
of a
methaneemissions
fromfossilfuelsand landfillsin pro- moresophisticated
•nodelof the seasonality
of the release
portion to the releaseof CO2 from fossilfuel combustion. of •nethane from the ocea.
ns at this time.

Estimatesof the fossilfuel emissions
of CO2 were
Perhapsthe mostimportantmeasurements
of the flux
thoseof Marlandet al. [1985]. UsingCO2 emissionof methane
fromthe oceans
wouldbe a comparison
of the
esti•nates
for 1980,they generated
a 5øx 5o grid of fluxes
fromtheopenoceans
andcontinental
shelfregions.
CO2emissions
expressed
asa fr•ctionof the total annual It m•y be that while the flux of •nethanebetweenthe
CO2 emission
from fossilfuel. By substituting
a total oceanand atmosphere
over the openoceansmay have
methaneemissionthe sp•tia,1distributionof methane decreased
or reversed
sign,as suggested
by Cicerone
and
releasesfrmn coa.1mining, gas drilling, and venting, Oremla,d[1988],the releasefrom the continentalshelf
and landfills may be approximated. Clea.
rly, as more regionsmay not havechangedsubstantially.
comprehensive information on the spatial distribution of
methane released from fossil fuel production and landfills

I•([ETHANEHYDRATES

becomes
available,
the modeled
spatialrelease
canbe
Metha.he
hydrates
haverecently
become
the subject
modified.
of concern
as a potentially
largesource
of atmospheric
No seasonal
cyclefor thesereleases
wasincorporated
meth'ane
[Kvenvolden,
1988;Cice•'oneand
Oreroland,
1988].

into the model. This assumption
is most likely valid Recentreleases
of methane
frommethane
hydratedestabifor the releaseof methanefromcoalminingand oil and lizartion
arecurrentlyestimated
by Cic½•'one
andOreroland

gasdrillingwhereproduction
quotasandequipment
do [1988]
to besmall,at around
5 x 10•2 g CH4yr, however,
not followstrongseasonal
cycles.Fossilfitelcombustion,thisfigureis veryuncertain.In the futurethisrelease
of
whichxvouldbe expectedto followa strongerseasonalmethanecouldreach100 x 10•2 g CH4 yr [I(venvolden,

cycle,hasbeenobserved
by Rotty[1987b]
to haveonly 1988].
a smallseasonality.
Methanefromlandfillsmay exhibit
As we haveonly limitedinformation
on the extent,
a seasonality
with changing
air telnperatures.
However, spatialandtemporalvariationin methaneemission
rates
thermalinsulationbelowthe surfacegroundlayer and and cannotdetermine
the total annualglobalreleaseof
heat producedfrom the degradation
of the landfillmate- methanefi'ommethanehydrates,a modelfor thismethane
rial may act to minimizethe seasonality
in the releaseof
methane.

emissionwas not includedas a sourcein the atmospheric
tracer transport model. However, as better information
regarding the release of methane from methane hydrates

Methane Released From the Oceans

becomes available this source of atmospheric methane will

Cice•'one
andO•'emland
[1988]
havereviewed
theavail- beincluded
in themodel.
able data for methane released to the atmosphere by

the oceans.The estimateof thisflux xvasderivedfrom
the work of Ehhalt[1974]. They foundthat the origi-

I•'IODEL
SIMULATIONS
WITHMETHANE
All simulations
with methane
usedthe spatialandternhal data employed
by Ehhalt[1974]waslimitedand was poral distributions
of the hydroxylradicalconce•trations
obtainedwhen 15-20% less metha.
he was presentin the

derivedfrom the model of Brasscur½tal. [1990]. The

atmosphere
compared
withpresent-day
methane
concenmean
hydroxyl
concentration,
6.37x 105molecules
cm-3,
trations. Cicerone
andOrerelated
[1988]suggest
that the wasthat obtainedfromthe methylchloroform
modeling
flux of methanefrom the oceanto the atmosphere
has studies,as reportedearlier.The hydroxylradicalconcen-

reduced
greatly,or evenreversed
in sign,andrecommendtrationspecifies
the mostimportantlosstermfor atmothat extensive
sampling
of marinesurfacewatersbe un- sphericmethane.Usingthis specified
lossterm for atdertaken.

•nosphericmethane along with a fixed loss of methane to

Weadoptthevaluereported
by Cicerone
andOrerolandthe stratosphere,
the totalsource
of methane
required
to

[1988]for the flux of methane
fromthe oceans
to the reproduce
theobserved
atmospheric
amounts
andgrowth

atmosphere.
However,
wecautionthat thisestimate
may ratein atmospheric
concentration
canbederived.
Theto-

requiresubstantialrevisionif new measurements
of the ta.1sourceof methanecan be computed
for any specified
flux of methanefrom the oceansto the atmosphereshould methanespatial and temporal sourcedistributions.
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Model initialization was achievedby specifyinga latitudinal and vertical distributionof methanebasedupon the
two-dimensionalmodel resultsof Brasseuret al. [1990]for

the source regions which is included in the model estimates of the seasonalcycle but which is not represented
in the available observationaldata sets.

the monthof January.
The three-dimensional
Lagrangian Figure20 showsthe seasonal
cyclesaveraged
over
tracertransportmodelwith methanesources
and sinks the modelsurface
layer(75 hPa), for the northernand
wasthenintegratedfor 1 year. A secondyearof model southernhemispheres
and over oceanicregionsof the
integration
generated
the modelresultsreportedhere.
respective
hemispheres.
The hemispheric
averages
include
The two methanesourcefunctionsusedin this study both the sourceregionsand the tropics, whereasthe
are summarizedin Table 11. For sourcefunction 1 oceanic averagesare computedusing the model grid
(SF1) the NPP-based approach,a total annual releaseof squaresover the Pacific ocean at mid-latitudes. These

methaneto the atmosphere
of ~623 x 1012g CH4 was plotsof the predictedmethaneconcentration
overthe
required to explain the observedgrowth in atmospheric oceans show the importance of the sink of atmospheric
methane concentration. Whereas, for source function 2 methane and the seasonalityof that sink.

(SF2)a totalannualrelease
of methane
to theatmosphere Figure21shows
a contour
plotof thepredicted
methane

of~ 611x 1012
g CH4xvas
needed
to reproduce
the concentrations
over
themodel
surface
layer
(75hPa)for

observed
growthin atmospheric
methaneconcentration.
both Januaryand July. As SF1 is largelybasedon a
These two estimatesof the total sourceof methane
are in excellentagreement. Hmvever,the predicted
spatialand seasonal
variationin the atmospheric
methane
concentrationsdiffer. We shall considereach source
functionin turn.

modelof NPP a strongseasonality
is evidentin model
predictions.
This seasonality
is particularlyevidentin the
northernhemisphere.
In January,only methanefromfossil fuel is being releasedin high northernlatitudes. In
July the biosphericsourcesof methaneare predictedto

Figure 19 shows the change in the globally averaged dominate the releases of methane in the northern lati-

modelsurfacelayer (75 hPa) methaneconcentration.The tudes. Concentrationsrise in high northernlatitudesin
methaneconcentration
risesin the northernhemisphere summerdue to the largereleaseof methaneeventhough
summerand falls in the northernhenrisphere
winter. This lossto reactionwith the hydroxylradicalis at a peak.

seasonal
cyclecanbeattributed
to thehighmethane
emit- Figure22 illustrates
thetwo-dimensional,
zonallyaversionrates duringthe summermonthsin the northern aged,contourplot of the modelpredicted
methanecon-

hemisphere
andlargerlossin the southern
hemisphere
centrations
for the months
of January
andJuly.A drop
summer(as for CHaCC13). The predictedamplitudeof in methaneconcentration
with altitude and a distinct

the seasonal
cycleof methane,as illustrated
in Figure latitudinalgradientare predicted.Theseresultsare in
19, is largerthan that observed
at existingmonitoringgoodqualitative
agreement
with the latitudinalandver-

locations
in thenorthern
hemisphere
[Steele
et al., 1987; ticalcross
sections
of methane
concentration
reported
by
Blake
andRowland,
1988].Itowever,
methane
observations
Marenco
[1988].In particular,
the modelpredicted
eleonlyinclude
measurements
of marine
boundary
layerair vated
concentrations
overnorthern
latitude
source
regions
masses.
Thelargeramplitude
of the modelpredictedandthetropics,
thelatitudinal
gradient
andthevertimethane
seasonal
cyclemaybe explained
by thelarge calgradient
in methane
concentration,
wereobserved
by
seasonal
cycleof atmospheric
methane
concentration
over Mare•co
[1988].
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Figure 23 sho•vsthe predicted annual average methane
concentrations corresponding to the National Oceanic
and Atmospheric Administration Geophysical Monitoring

I
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Source Function 2

for Climatic Change (NOAA/GMCC) sites along with
the annual average methane concentrations calculated
for 1984 from the monthly mean and spline fit data

reported by Steeleet al. [1987]. Esti•nateduncertainties
in the annual average concentrations are based on the
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weighting parameter derived by Steele et al.

[1987]

•
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which was considered an approximate measure of the
average standard deviation of the data from the spline
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Model predictions are in good agreement with the

observed concentrations. However, it should be noted
that the reported concentra.tion data. represent. selected
instantaneous point flask samples. It should also be noted
that Figure 23 embodies the full three-dimensional nature
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of the atmospherictracer transport model as the predicted
concentrationswere obtained from the individual grid cell
corresponding to the latitude, longitude and altitude of
the respectiveNOAA/GMCC sites.
Figure 24 shows the full zonal and annual averaged
latitudinal distribution of methane concentrationpredicted
for the model surface layer. The primary difference

Fig. 19. Variation of the globally averagedmodel betweenFigure 24 and Figure 23, whichpresentsthe
surfacelayer methaneconcentration
with time based latitudinalgradientobtainedat NOAA/GMCCsites,is
on sourcefunctions1 and 2.
the inclusionof the sourceregionswhichexhibit much
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At midnorthern to high northern latitudes a significant
difference between model predictions and observations has
occurred. This disagreement may be the result of an

improper model seasonal cycle of sources and/or sinks
at these latitudes. The model predicts a maximum in
the release of methane corresponding to the summer
maximum in NPP. This maximum in concentration may
be attributed to either too great a methane emission or
too small a loss of methane to reaction with the hydroxyl
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Figure 25 presents model predictions of monthly mean
methane concentrations along with the observed concentrations, as reported by Steeleet al. [1987], at four northern hemisphere and four southern hemisphere NOAA/
GMCC sites. Model predictions and observations agree
well at the southern hemisphere sites where the seasonal
variation in atmospheric methane concentration is domi-

nated by reactionwith the hydroxylradical. At Mauna
Loa, in the northern hemisphere, the seasonal cycle is
again correctly predicted. As Mauna Loa is located at
some distance from the continental sources of atmospheric
methane, the seasonal cycle is dominated by reaction with
hydroxyl radical. The assumption of a lack of seasonality
in methane emissions froin the oceans would appear warranted based on the absenceof a large difference between
observations and model predictions of the seasonal cycle
at Mauna Loa; however, this seasonal cycle could be too
snmll
froin

to detect
this

source.
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differences between SF1 and SF2 are apparent in these
plots. A lower seasonal variation is predicted for SF2
in the high northern latitudes. Hoxvever, the most striking difference lies in the methane concentrations eredieted
over Southeast Asia. Here SF2, which includes a separate emission function for rice paddies, predicts much
higher methane concentrations than SF1. Clearly, the assumption that a uniform fraction of NPP is converted to
methane is not valid •vhere rice paddies occur or NPP
is grossly underestimated in these areas using the NPP
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Figure 21 also illustrates the variation in model pre-

dicted concentrationsover the model surface layer (75
hPa) for both January and July for SF2. The major

I65

model basedon the Miazni model of Lieth [1973, 1975] or
the assumedmethane releasesfrom rice paddies(Table 5)
are too large.
Figure 22 also illustrates the two-dimensional, zonally
averaged, contour plot of the model predicted methane
concentrations for SF2. Figure 22 shows that the model
predicted vertical gradient is reversed over the southern
hemisphere, where methane concentrations decrease with
altitude, when compared with the northern hemisphere
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gradient during the month of January. During the month
of July the vertical profile of methane concentration over
the southern henrisphereis predicted to be more nearly
constant. A similar result has been obtained for methyl
chloroform as illustrated in Figure 10 and for SF1, as

indicated
in Figure22. Fraseret al. [1986]haveobserved
such changesin the vertical profile of methane over Cape

Grim,Australia.

Fig. 26. Model predictedmethyl chloroformconcentraFigure22 alsoindicatesthat SF2 producessmallercontions alongwith the observedconcentrations
reported centrationgradientsoverthe tropicsand largergradients
by Khahil and Rasmussen
[1983]at Barrow,Alaska.
over midnorthern
latitudesthan SF1. This resultis in
keeping with the greater magnitude of methane emissions from mid-northern latitudes by SF2. The lack of

asreported
byKhalil
andt•asmuss½•
[1983]
at.Barrow,a significant
vertical
gradient
overtheequatorial
regions,

Alaska.
Themodel
correctly
predicts
thedropin methyla resultwhichis inconsistent
withtheobservations
of

chloroform
concentration
as a resultof the increase
in Match,co
[1988],indicates
that SF2maybe underpredict-

hydroxyl
radicalconcentration
duringsintuner.As a ing•nethane
emissions
in thetropics.
If thisis thecase
consequence
then,it wouldappear
thatthesources
of thenthesource
functions
fortermites,
biomass
burning,
methane
at highnorthern
latitudes
are overpredicted
and/orwetlands
include
methane
releases
which
aretoo
duringthesummer.
If themethane
release
wasmodeledlowin thetropics.
to occursteadilythroughoutthe year or duringlate
Figure23 alsopresents
the predictedannualaverage
autumnmodelpredictions
wouldmorecloselycoincidemethaneconcentration
usingSF2 corresponding
to the
•vith observations.
An alternativeexplanation
is that NOAA/GMCCsitesalong•viththe annualaverage
methdata selectionmay havelead to the systematic
difference ane concentration
calculatedfor 1984 frmn the monthly
between
observations
andmodelpredictions.
Forexample, meanandsplinefit data reportedby Steeleet al. [1987].
if concentrations
in air znasseswhich have tr,xveledover Again, estimated uncertaintiesin the annual average

the oceanswere measured
while air •nasses
includingmethaneconcentrations
at eachNOAA/GMCCsite are
continental
air werediscarded
or not measured,
thenan basedon the weighting
parameter
of Steeleet al. [1987].
actualincrease
in methane
concentrations
duringstunruerFigure23indicates
tha•SF2predicts
highernorthern
latwould not be observed. This situation would arise as

itude methane concentrations and lower southern hemi-

air arrivingfromoverthe oceanswouldbe subjected
to sphereand equatorialmethaneconcentrations
than are
reactionwith the highsummer
hydroxyl
concentrations
in observed.
the absence of sourcesof methane.

Figure 24 also presents the zonally and annually av-

A similarset of modelresultsare presented
for SF2 eragedlatitudinalgradientpredictedby the modelusing

asfor SF1. Figure19 alsopresents
the change
in the SF2.Thelatitudinal
gradient
predicted
using
SF2ismuch
modelsurfacelayer(75 hPa), globallyaveraged,
methane largerthan that predictedby SF1. SF2 predictsmuch
concentration
with time. Figure 20 also showsfor SF2 higherconcentrations
at mid-northernlatitudesand lower
the predicted seasonalcyclesof methane concentrations concentrationover the tropicsthan SF1.
averaged over the model surface layer, for the northern
and southern hemispheresand over oceanic regions of the

Figure 25 also shows the model predictions of .monthly
mean methane concentrations along with the observed

hemispheresonly. These results are very similar to those concentrations,as reported by Steele et al.
obtained for SF1.

[1987], at

four northern hemisphere and four southern hemisphere

TAYLOR ET AL.: TROPOSPHERIC

METHANE

NOAA/GMCC sites. In general,similar agreementbetween model predictionsand observations
was obtained
usingSF2 and SF1. At the northernlatitudesitesSF2
precludesa larger disagreement
with observations
than
SF1. Again, overprediction
of methaneconcentrations
at
northernhemisphere
sitesmay haveoccurred.
DISCUSSION

The magnitudeof the methanesourcesdeterxninedin
this study are sensitive to the assumedsinks of atxno-

spheric methane. The total mass of methane released
to the atmospherehas been determinedby balancingthe

AND METHYL

CHLOROFORM

3041

of methyl chloroformcoincidewith the highesthydroxyl
radicalconcentrations
then a muchloweraveragehydroxyl
concentration
will be requiredto producethe samegrowth
in atmospheric
concentration
than if methyl chloroform
emissions
occurredwherehydroxylradicalconcentrations
are at their lowest. Accordingly,as the hydroxylradical concentration varies over several orders of magnitude
with respect to latitude, altitude, and season, accurate
calculation of the average hydroxyl radical concentration
requires at least two-dimensional atmospheric tracer transport models which take into account these variations in
methyl chloroform emissions and hydroxyl radical concentration.

loss
ofmethane
toreaction
withthehydroxyl
radical
and Theassumption
thata constant
fraction
of NPPis
therelatively
small
loss
to thestratosphere
sothatthe released
asmethane
to theatmosphere
appears,
froma
observed
growth
intropospheric
methane
concentration
is comparison
ofmodel
results
withavailable
atmospheric
reproduced.
Should
other
sinks
oftropospheric
methane
metha.
hemeasurmnents,
to provide
a reasonable
source
function for describing the spatial and temporal distribe demonstratedto be significant (for example consump-

tionbysoils),
then
thetotalofallsources
ofatmospheric
bution
of•nethane.
Onlyat high
northern
latitudes
are

methane
would
need
to berevised
upward.
Titispoten-themodel
predictions
oftheseasonal
cycle
ofatmospheric
tialsystematic
errorconfounds
assessment
of theerror methane
concentration
notinagreement
withtheobserved
associated
withthetotalsources
ofatmospheric
methane.methane
concentrations.
However,
thisresult
is alsotrue
Itowever,
it canbeassumed
thatthetotalsource
esti- forSF2.
matesreportedhereare morelikelyto represent
a lower
This disagreement
betweenmodelpredictions
and obboundthan an upperbound,if the averagehydroxyltad- servationsindicatesthat either the previouslypredicted
ical concentration remains valid.

sourcesof •nethane are too large at high northern lati-

Themagnitude
of thesources
of atmospheric
methane tudesduringsummer
forSF1andto a greater
extentfor
is alsoclosely
tiedto theaverage
hydroxyl
radicalconcen- SF2or that theobservations
of methane
arenotrepresentration.We haveestimated
thisquantityby usingthere- tatlyeof the actualseasonal
cycleof methane
because
of
portedmethylchloroform
emissions
dataandatmospheric
thedataselection
required
to estimate
long-term
trends.
concentration
data. However,
our analysis
indicated
that Measure•nents
directedat determining
the true seasonal
a single
constant
valueforthehydroxyl
radical
concentra-cycleof atmospheric
methane
at highnorthern
latitudes
tion couldnot be foundthat ;vouldlead to a predicted will be requiredto resolvethis problem.If the methane
tropospheric
concentration
consistent
with the estimatedsourcefunctions
mustbe modifiedto reducethe high
sourcesand concentration measure•nents.This result ira-

northern latitude sourceswith a concomitant increase in

plieseitherof two possibilities
(1) that a largerdropin
hydroxylradicalconcentrations
hasoccurredthan model
studies
wouldpredict[Thompson
andCicerone,
1986;IsaksenandHov, 1987];or morelikely (2) that the recent

the releaseof methanein low latitudes,then the total
methanesourcewill needto be increased.This increase
in the total methanerelease
to the atmosphere
is required
to accountfor the increased
lossof methanedue to the

methylchloroform
emissions
data •nay needrevisionup- higherhydroxylradicalconcentrations
at low latitudesso
ward. The need to revise methyl chloroforme•nissions that the observedincreasein atmosphericmethaneconupwardis basedupona constanthydroxylradicalconcert- centrationis correctlypredicted.
tration calibrated to earlier estimatesof methyl chloroform
The two source functions also produce slightly differemissions.If these data also require revision upward than ent latitudinal gradients. It is this difference in the
a concomitant increase in hydroxyl radical concentrations
and the total methane emissions;viii be required. After
completion of this study we beca•ne aware of the upward
revision of estimated emissions of methyl chloroform of

latitudinal distribution of methane sources in combination with latitudinal variations in hydroxyl radical concentration which produces the difference in the estimates
of the total methane source required to explain the ob-

Midgley(1990).
servedgrowthin methaneconcentration.While SF1 more
The importanceof methyl chloroformemissionsdata closelymatchesthe latitudinal variationin annual aver-

and tropospheric
concentration
measurements
for an in- age methaneconcentrations
observed
at NOAA/GMCC
dependent
determination
of the average
hydroxylradical sites,truezonallyaveraged
concentration
estimates
would
concentration
warrantsa greatereffort to evaluatethe greatlyassistin determining
the correctlatitudinaldistritotal emissions
of methylchloroformand its spatialand butionof methanesourcesand sinks.
temporal distribution more precisely.Clearly, the characA comparisonof the methane concentrationestimates
terization of the emissionsof other trace gaseswhich are obtained from the two atmosphericmethane sourcefuncentirely anthropogenicin origin, and for which the major tions shows that the models produce very similar resink is reaction with hydroxyl radicalsin the troposphere, suits except where rice paddies are concentrated. Here

would provideindependentestimatesof the averageby- SF2 predictsmuch higher atmosphericmethaneconcendroxyl radical concentration.
The averagehydroxyl radical concentrationthat is deduced using methyl chloroformdata will also be sensitive
to the spatial and temporal distribution of the sources
of methyl chloroform. If the majority of the emissions

trations. Measurementsof atmospheric methane concentrations near or above the rice paddies of Asia will be
required to determine which source function provides a
realistic representationof the releaseof methane from rice
paddies.
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Unfortunately, only a limited number of tracer concentration measurements are presently available to validate
tracer transport model predictions. Available measurements of atmospheric trace gas concentrations currently
provide important information regarding the long term
trends. However, the practice of reporting selected data
makes the direct comparisonof such observationswith the
output of atmospheric tracer transport models difficult.
Monitoring sites are also located away from source regions making validation of model predicted concentrations
over such regions very difficult. In order to more fully
validate atmospheric tracer transport models a measurement program aimed at obtaining latitudinal and zonal
profiles, both over the continents and oceans, is required.
Measurements could consist of either point measurements
at different altitudes or, tropospheric column averages, or
vertical profiles. Measurement techniques which produce
area or column averagesrather than point valueswould be
preferred, as transport model predictions represent large
volume averages.
Finally, a recent measurement of the reaction rate of
hydroxyl radical and methane by Vaghjiani and Ravis-

hankara [1990] indicatesthat the rate is lower than previously measured. Using the rate coefficient of Ravishankara in the three-dimensional model, we calculated
that the sources listed in Table 11 should be multiplied
by a factor of 0.83 if the observed growth in atmospheric
methane concentrations is to be reproduced. This would
lead to an estimated atmospheric residence time of 10.0
and 10.2 years for methane for the respective source funct.ions. The major difference in predicted methane concentrations will be a reduction in the amplitude of seasonal cycle of methane concentrations. This leads to improved model predictions of observations collected at most
NOAA/GMCC monitoring sites. These results are provisional, pending any revision of the reaction rate for OH
+ C2 H3C13.
CONCLUSIONS

A global three-dimensional Lagrangian tracer transport
model has been eInployed to study the sources and sinks
of atmospheric methane. A global average tropospheric
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GMCC sites. Including releasesof methane from fossilfuels, landfills and the oceans an annual source of ~ 623

Tg CH4 was required to explain the observedgrowth in
atmospheric methane concentration. A globally averaged
atmospheric lifetime of 8.3 years is deduced from SF1.
With a new, slower rate constant for OH plus methane,
this lifetime is raised to 10.0 years.
The second source function, SF2, separately identified
the releases of methane fi'om rice paddies, wetlands,
enteric fermentation, termites and biomass burning. The
major difference between SF1 and SF2 is the prediction
of an intense release of methane corresponding to the
rice paddies of Asia and Southeast Asia by SF2. SF2
leads

to a different

latitudinal

distribution

of the release

of methane with a greater release of methane occurring
at higher latitudes than SF1. Accordingly, SF2 leads
to

a lower

estimate

of

the

total

methane

source

of

~

611 Tg.
A globally averaged atmospheric lifetime oœ
8.5 years is deduced from SF2. With a new, slower
rate constant for OH plus methane, this lifetime becomes
10.2 years. SF2 also produces estimates of atmospheric
methane concentration which are in poorer agreement
with NOAA/GMCC observations of methane at high
northern

latitudes

than

SF1.

On the basis of the model, results obtained using
both methane source functions developed in this study it
would appear that further investigation of the sourcesand
sinks of methane at high northern latitudes is warranted.
Measurements of atmospheric methane with the objective
of determining methane.sourcesand sinks rather than just
long-term trends are also required.
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